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 ABSTRACT 
For  various  reasons,  students  are  attending  California  community  colleges  to  learn  English. 
Classes  taught  are  usually  influenced  by  models  that  integrate  aspects  of  reading,  writing, 
speaking,  and  listening,  and  courses  that  center  on  grammar  are  rarely  if  ever  taught.  There  has 
been  a  resurgence  in  interest  in  Form  Focused  Instruction  and  strong  evidence  that  grammar 
instruction  combined  with  Corrective  Feedback  can  produce  marked  gains  in  a  student’s  implicit 
and  explicit  knowledge  of  grammatical  forms.  This  Field  Project  proposes  that  by  combining 
Form  Focused  Instruction  with  aspects  of  Communicative  Language  Teaching  such  as  authentic 
materials,  or  realia,  instructors  can  assist  learners  in  mastering  the  form  and  function  of  a 
targeted  grammatical  form,  in  this  case,  past  counterfactual  conditional  statements. 
Because  realia  can  connect  the  classroom  environment  and  the  wider  social  context,  the  selection 
of  realia  cannot  be  arbitrarily  selected.  Instead,  the  realia,  through  its  provenance  can  engage  and 
empower  students.  In  order  to  curate  realia,  this  field  project  discusses  the  theoretical  elements  of 
Critical  Language  and  Race  Theory  to  draw  on  the  American,  particularly  the  Black  experience 
in  the  United  States.  The  accompanying  handbook  is  designed  as  a  model  to  assist  instructors  in 
selecting  and  presenting  topics  as  both  a  foundation  and  a  lens  to  teach  selected  grammar  topics. 
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CHAPTER  I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Statement  of  the  Problem 
The  Public  Policy  Institute  of  California  reports  that  over  58,000  students  enrolled   in  at 
least  one  English  as  a  Second  Language  (ESL)  course  at  California  community  colleges  in  the 
2016–17  academic  year.  The  reason  for  enrollment  varies  but  can  include,  widening  job 
prospects,   progress  towards  a  certificate,  associate  degree,  or  university  transfer  (Rodriguez, 
Bohn,  Hill,  &  Brooks,  2019).  According  to  this  report,  the  number  of  traditional  courses  focused 
on  grammar  has  dropped.  Zaredi  and  Biri  (2016)  attribute  this  change  to  the  precept  that  the 
forms  of  grammar  are  little  more  “meaningless  and  decontextualized  forms  which  were  isolated 
from  use”  (Zaredi  &  Biri,  2016,  p.18).   Subjects  such  as  grammar,  reading,  and  writing  once 
taught  as  discrete  subjects  are  frequently  combined  under  Communicative  Language  Teaching 
(CLT)  methodologies.  
  This  adherence  to  CLT  has  relegated  the  explicit  grammar  teaching  to  the  sidelines  of 
instruction.  Within  the  general  CLT  framework,  grammar  is  not  taught  explicitly  but  instead  it 
takes  the  form  of  teaching  the  student  to  effectively  communicate  by  being  cognizant  of 
situations,  speaker  roles,  register,  and  setting.  Since  the  1990s,  scholars  such  as  Celce-Murcia 
have  been  looking  for  ways  to  reintegrate  grammar  back  into  the  classroom  stating  that  despite 
the  CLT  revolution,  “many  conservative  classroom  teachers,  teachers  who  may  never  have  fully 
accepted  the  communicative  approach,  are  beginning  to  preach  a  back-to-basics  sermon,  which 
entails--first  and  foremost--the  gospel  of  sentence-level  grammar”  (Celce-Murcia,  1990,  p.  205). 
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Sentence  level  grammar  instruction  is  beneficial  in  cases  wherein  repeated  exposure  to  a 
type  of  utterance  does  not  lead  to  mastery.  For  example,  looking  at  conditional  statements,  “even 
advanced  students  either  tend  to  avoid  complex  conditional  forms,  having  developed  strategies 
allowing  them  to  communicate  effectively  without  conditional  sentences”  (Broszkiewicz,  2011, 
p.341).  On  the  other  hand  when  they  do  attempt  to  use  this  structure  in  conversation,  “they  seem 
to  confuse  conditional  forms  which  refer  to  the  present  and  to  the  past”  (Broszkiewicz,  2011, 
p.341).  Instruction  in  sentence-level  grammar  addresses  this  issue  by  helping  students  to  notice 
both  the  function  and  form  of  these  statements.  Broszkiewicz  (2011)  suggests  confronting 
meaning  and  use  production  issues  can  “be  addressed  by  providing  learners  with  a  clear  context 
or  situation  typical  of  the  past  unreal  conditional”  (Broszkiewicz,  2011,  p.341).  
Current  research/practice  focuses  on  a  balanced  approach:  teaching  reading  and  writing 
through  authentic  reading  and  writing  tasks,  with  some  isolated  skill/strategy  teaching/practice  as 
appropriate  to  age/development.  Celce-Murcia  (1990)  suggests  the  need  for  a  variety  of  teaching 
methods  for  teaching  grammar.  However,  beyond  the  K-12  level,  there  are  few  extant  examples 
that  integrate  the  explicit  instruction  of  grammar  into  the  classroom,  and  fewer  that  describe  the 
use  of  realia,  everyday  items  used  to  substantialize  language  or  the  use  of  authentic  language  and 
language  materials  produced  for  purposes  not  necessarily  intended  for  an  ESL  audience.  And 
still,  to  a  far  lesser  degree,  does  the  realia  lend  itself  to  the  exercise  of  examining  the  ideology  of 
racism  nor  the  practice  of  naming  injuries  so  that  oppressed  communities  may  find  or  share  a 
common  voice.  
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Solorzano,  Ceja,  and  Yosso  (2000)  state  that  when  this  process  of  naming  occurs,  “those 
injured  by  racism  discover  that  they  are  not  alone  in  their  marginality.  They  become  empowered 
participants,  hearing  their  own  stories  and  the  stories  of  others,  listening  to  how  the  arguments 
are  framed,  and  learning  to  make  the  arguments  themselves”  (Solorzano,  Ceja,  &  Yosso,  2000, 
p.64).  This  project  seeks  to  combine  the  themes  of  Form  Focused  Instruction,  Realia,  Critical 
Language  and  Race  Theory  and  apply  them  to  the  creation  of  a  unique  teaching  handbook 
focused  on  grammar  and  grounded  in  curated  materials  of   Black  Americans.  
Purpose  of  the  Project  
Form  Focused  communication  tasks  present  a  great  opportunity  for  effective  instruction 
of  grammar.  As  reported  by  Broszkiewicz  (2011),  these  types  of  tasks,  “irrespective  of  the  fact 
that  such  tasks  are  difficult  to  construct  for  the  teacher  and  may  pose  plenty  of  problems  when  it 
comes  to  design,  they  seem  to  create  numerous  advantages  for  learners.  They  contribute  to 
greater  automatization  and  raise  the  students’  awareness  of  the  target  grammar  structure” 
(Broszkiewicz,  2011,  p.358).  The  field  project  handbook,  entitled  “Black  Unrealia:  Handbook 
for  Teaching  the  Structure  of  Past  Counterfactual  Statements”  (BUH),  consists  of  three 
interrelated  units  and  a  brief  instructor  guide.  The  units  focus  on  intensive  and  explicit  grammar 
instruction  for  use  in  an  advanced  city  college  ESL  course.  
Each  unit  centers  on  the  formation  of  a  counterfactual  conditional  statement  also  known 
as  the  second,  third,  and  mixed  conditionals.  In  each  unit,   learners  will  be  exposed  to  the  form 
and  function  of  these  counterfactual  conditional  statements.  Parrot  (2000)  defines  past 
counterfactual  conditional  statements  by  stating  that  “in  their  standard  form,  past  conditional 
sentences  are  usually  constructed  with  two  clauses:  the  if-clause  containing  a  past  perfect  verb, 
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accompanied  by  a  perfect  modal  verb  in  the  main  clause,  both  of  which  refer  to  the  past”  (p. 
237).  Introducing  this  topic  along  with  some  of  the  tenets  of  CRT  is  crucial.  Solorzano,  Ceja,  and 
Yosso  (2000)  posit  that  “CRT  offers  insights,  perspectives,  methods,  and  pedagogies  that  guide 
our  efforts  to  identify,  analyze,  and  transform  the  structural  and  cultural  aspects  of  education  that 
maintain  subordinate  and  dominant  racial  positions  in  and  out  of  the  classroom”  (p.63).  
The  audiovisual   resources  used  to  create   this  handbook  were  purposely  selected.  For 
grammar  as  well  as  the  historical  context.  According  to  Celce-Murcia,  “it  is  only  through  an 
examination  of  how  grammar  operates  in  discourse  oral  and  written,  using  all  common 
genres-that  we  and  our  learners,  will  truly  come  to  understand  what  the  ‘rules’  of  grammar  are 
with  reference  to  communication”  (Celce-Murcia,  1990,  p.  208).   As  such,  a  secondary  purpose 
of  the  project  is  an  attempt  to  create  materials  that  introduce  the  learner  to  aspects  of  American 
culture  by  using  real-life  materials.  In  the  case  of  the  BUH,  this  means  utilizing  audiovisual   and 
related  transcriptions  of  speeches  delivered  during  the  American  Civil  Rights  era.  As  advanced 
learners,  the  targeted  audience  will  benefit  from  exposure  to  speaking  styles,  diction,  idioms,  and 
the  interplay  between  intonation  and  meaning.  
Theoretical  Framework 
The  theoretical  framework  used  to  build  the  BUH  rests  upon  the  tensegrity  of  a  trilateral 
concept  composed  of  Focus  on  Form  (FonF),  Communicative  Language  Teaching  (CLT),  and 
Critical  Language  and  Race  Theory  (LangCrit).  The  first  theory,  Focus  on  Form  (FonF)  is 
defined  by  The  Longman  Dictionary  of  Language  Teaching  and  Applied  Linguistics  (LDLTAL) 
as  a  “brief  allocation  of  attention  to  linguistic  form  as  the  need  for  this  arises  incidentally,  in  the 
context  of  communication”  (Richards,  2002,  p.223).  FonF  requires  the  use  of  a  meaningful 
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context  in  order  to  cause  the  learner  to  focus  their  attention  on  the  grammar  item  in  question. 
This  can  take  the  form  of  an  information-gap  activity  wherein  learners’  attention  is  drawn  to  a 
specific  and/or  problematic  structure  (Ellis,  Basturkmen,  &  Loewen,  2002,  p.  420).   The  selected 
item  usually  follows  from  Pienemann's  teachability  hypothesis,  the  idea  that  learners  follow 
fixed  stages  of  morpho-syntactic  acquisition  (Ollerhead  &  Oosthuizen,  2005).  Ollerhead  and 
Oosthuizen  (2005)  distinguish  between  two  types  of  FonF,  a  preemptive  incidental  FonF  and 
planned  FonF.  The  field  project  will  utilize  the  latter  which  is  further  divided  into  three 
iterations:  explicit  correction,  metalinguistic  feedback,  or  elicitation,  (Ollerhead  &  Oosthuizen, 
2005).  
The  second  theory,  Communicative  Language  Teaching  (CLT),  posits  that  language 
resides  within  complex  individuals  not  solely  in  the  domain  of  linguistic  structures  and  should 
focus  on  the  communication  aspects  of  language.  As  such  classroom  activities  are  performed  as 
pathways  to  develop  communicative  competence  (Cazden,  196,  p.  4).  This  approach  was 
developed  as  a  reaction  to  grammar-based  approaches  of  the  1980s.  According  to  Richards, 
“communicative  language  teaching  led  to  a  re-examination  of  language  teaching  goals, 
syllabuses,  materials,  and  classroom  activities  and  has  had  a  major  impact  on  changes  in 
language  teaching  worldwide.  Some  of  its  principles  have  been  incorporated  into  other 
communicative  approaches,  such  as  task-based  language  teaching,  cooperative  language 
learning,  and  content-based  instruction”  (Richards,  2002,  p.  99).  
Learning  within  the  CLT  framework  is  often  facilitated  by  the  use  of  realia,  “ actual 
objects  and  items  which  are  brought  into  a  classroom  as  examples  or  as  aids  to  be  talked  or 
written  about  and  used  in  teaching.  Realia  may  include  such  things  as  photographs,  articles  of 
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clothing,  and  kitchen  objects”  (Richards,  2002,  p.  485).  Bably  and  Nusrat  (2017)  list  for 
dimensions  in  which  students  gain  competency  through  the  use  of  realia:  the  ability  to  see  actual 
language  in  use,  the  attainment  of  greater  cross-cultural  awareness,  the  empowerment  of  students 
to  create  materials/experiences,  and  increased  motivation  due  to  the  introduction  of  unique  and 
interesting  materials.  
Introducing  realia  in  the  classroom  will  reduce  some  of  the  problems  caused  by  focusing 
on  grammar  in  the  classroom.  In  addition  to  grammar  often  being  seen  as  “problematic, 
demanding  and  even  demotivating  for  both  learners  and  teachers”  Zaredi  &  Biri  (2016)  also  cite 
decontextualization  “which  is  argued  to  be  one  of  the  major  issues  regarding  the  teaching  and 
presentation  of  grammar,  in  most  of  the  cases  the  grammar  taught  in  the  classroom  is  not 
successfully  transferred  to  its  actual  use  in  the  outside  world”  (p.19).  Through  the  use  of  realia  in 
the  form  of  audiovisual  materials,  learners  who  may  have  adequate  knowledge  of  rules  and 
structures  will  gain  a  greater  sense  of  practicality  in  recognizing,  understanding,  and  using  them.  
Research  exists  on  the  relationship  between   audiovisual  and  language  acquisition  yet 
there  are  not  many  studies  that  focus  on  both  grammar  instruction  and  the  effectiveness  of 
teaching  about  oppressive  ideologies  including  but  not  limited  to  the  evaluation  of  social, 
economic,  or  political  systems.  Therefore  it  is  important  to  choose  realia  with  not  just  a  grammar 
feature  in  mind  but  also  with  the  aims  of  introducing  students  to  aspects  of  American  culture. 
Using  this  type  of  curated  realia  will  motivate  students  and  spark  communication  which  will 
extend  beyond  the  classroom.  In  addition,  this  course  of  action  will  help  to  expand  the  learners 
capacity  for  passive  command  of  grammar.  Learners  will  “also  wake  up  to  the  fact  that  grammar 
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is  an  essential  component  of  successful  language  learning,  which  cannot  be  taken  for  granted” 
(Zaredi,  2016,  p.22).  Thus  mindful  curation  of  realia  is  important  for  this  project.  
The  final  framework  for  the  field  project  is  LangCrit.  Critical  Language  and  Race  Theory 
or  LangCrit,  “is  a  critical  theory  of  language  and  race  that  challenges  fixed  assumptions  related 
to  categories  such  as  language,  identity,  and  race  and  argues  that  these  categories  are  socially  and 
locally  constructed”  (Crump,  2014,  p.  213).  LangCrit  is  similar  to  Critical  Race  Theory  (CRT). 
CRT  can  be  defined  by  its  “attention  to  unchallenged  society-embedded  racism,  the 
intersectionality  of  multiple  dimensions  of  identity,  and  using  counter-story  to  challenge  the 
myths  contained  within  dominant  narratives”  (Solorzano,  Ceja,  &  Yosso,  2000.  p.64).  In 
contrast,  LangCrit  does  this  and  also  “acknowledges  that  fixity  plays  a  role  in  shaping  identity 
possibilities,  in  setting  the  tone  for  becoming.  Rather  than  taking  an  either/or  approach  to  this, 
LangCrit  acknowledges  both/and,  and  in  so  doing,  it  accounts  for  a  continuum  of  possibilities  for 
understanding  language,  race,  and  identity”  (Crump,  2014,  p.  213).  The  difference  between  CRT 
and  LanCrit  is  the  difference  between  “explain”  and  “define.”  The  former  seeks  to  describe  a  set 
of  facts  (ex.  Implications  of  race)  where  the  latter,  seeks  to  make  inherent  meanings  clear  (ex. 
what  race  is).  Selecting  relia  with  LangCrit  as  a  foundation,  will  anchor  learning  within  the 
meaning  of  the  materials  within  the  context  of  a  series  of  grammar  lessons.  
Significance  of  the  Project 
The  primary  concern  in  creating  the  BUH  has  been  how  to  best  facilitate  Form  Focused 
Instruction  using  culturally  curated  realia.  The  BUH  handbook  was  created  using  three 
philosophical  frameworks  concerned  with   Focus  on  Form,  Cultural  Realia,  and  Critical 
Language  and  Race  Theory.  The  BUH  handbook  is  designed  to  develop  grammatical  accuracy  in 
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recognition  and  use  of  past  counterfactual  conditional  statements.  Using  the  tenants  of  Focus  on 
Form  to  target  past  counterfactual  conditional  statements,  the  handbook  includes  a  series  of 
modified  input  constructed  to  aid  learners  in  noticing  form  while  providing  a  space  for 
instructors  to  give  corrective  feedback.  Using  corrective  feedback,  a  component  of 
Communicative  Language  Teaching,  the  instructor  “provides  rich,  subject-specific  input,  and 
tasks  situate  language  as  meaningful  discourse,  and  where  corrective  feedback  focuses  on  both 
language  and  content”  (Valeo,  2013,  p.27).  
Pairing  FonF  with  CLT  will  address  a  lack  of  theory/materials  for  advanced  learners. 
Because  CLT  encourages  the  use  of  realia  in  the  ESL  classroom,  its  usage  recognizes  the 
dynamism  of  language  and  opens  the  classroom  to  unlimited  teaching  opportunities.  As  Bably 
and  Nusrat  (2017)  highlight,  “language  is  an  integral  part  of  our  social  and  everyday  relations,  it 
is  better  if  the  activities  and  exercises  of  the  language  classroom  are  not  limited  to  the  textbooks 
only,  rather  taken  from  our  regular  experiences”(p.1).  Thus,  the  introduction  of  real-world 
examples  of  language  use  and  additional  materials  such  as  artistic  representations  can  aid  the 
learning  process  in  ways  that  are  often  not  anticipated  due  to  the  creation  of  links  from 
class-based  activities  not  only  enriching  the  classroom  experience  but  highlights  the  functional 
aspects  of  both  the  target  skills  and  the  general  language.  
The  tenets  of  LangCrit  are  used  to  justify  the  choice  of  authentic  materials  created  within 
the  context  of  the  Black  Civil  Rights  Movement.  By  using  this  period  of  time  as  a  reference 
point,  students  will  be  able  to  draw  from  relationships  between  ideas  present  in  the  handbook  but 
outside  of  the  learning  target.  This  will  be  done  by  introducing  the  target  grammar  structures  via 
an  increasing  number  of  complex  and  reality-based  speech  examples.  This  is  significant  as 
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English  learners  will  be  able  to  reflect,  write  and  speak  about  their  own  experiences  via  the 
literal  and  figurative  grammar  structures  of  American  culture  by  placing  the  concepts  and 
structures  being  placed  in  a  wider  context  of  American  society.  By  using  examples  drawn  from 
the  Black  community,  the  use  and  extension  of  grammatical  structures  will  expand  upon  the 
concepts  students  can  operationalize  to  talk  about  oppressive  systems.  
Limitations  of  Project  
The  BUH  handbook  does  not  represent  a  complete  curriculum  for  all  grammar  subjects 
that  an  instructor  may  want  to  introduce  to  their  students  and  they  may  wish  to  opt  for  a  more 
complete  guide  or  one  that  is  thematically  linked  to  lessons  that  have  come  before  or  will  follow. 
The  content  in  the  BUH  is  part  of  a  larger  conversation  on  race  and  oppression,  and  although 
these  topics  can  be  approached  in  an  objective  and  academic  way,  the  instructor  may  find 
themselves  unable  to  make  a  conceptual  dive  into  the  BUH  handbook.  If  the  instructor  is  not  able 
to  form  a  bond  with  the  material,  then  it  will  be  impossible  for  them  to  attempt  to  further 
invigorate  the  teaching  materials  with  additional  activities  such  as  field  trips  or  developing 
hands-on  activities.  If  the  instructor  is  not  engaged,  then  the  students  will  find  forming  a  relation 
to  the  framing  of  the  subject  matter  alien  and  unapproachable.  Activities  built  from  the  mental 
products  of  Black  males  may  indeed  limit  the  amount  of  engagement  even  if  the  focus  of  the 
handbook  is  grammar  lessons  focused  on  the  structure  and  use  of  a  particular  utterance.  
To  use  the  handbook,  the  instructor  and  the  learner  will  need  to  be  open  to  the  material’s 
representation  of  contextual  generalizations  and  understandings  in  order  to  master  the  layered 
content  present  within  the  handbook.  Approaching  the  handbook  lacking  a  sense  of  openness,  the 
student  and  the  instructor  may  not  be  able  to  form  a  psychic  link  with  the  materials  and  instead 
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choose  to  compartmentalize  the  learning  process  by  focusing  only  on  grammar  forms  t  and 
ignoring  the  handbook  design  elements  that  contextualize  grammar  within  the  language  of 
experienced  oppression.  If  compartmentalization  occurs,  both  instructor  and  learner  may  not  be 
able  to  use  the  communicated  experiences  in  the  form  of  tasks  and  activities  to  understand  and 
frame  their  own  lived  experience.  This  frames  a  significant  limitation;  if  the  handbook  is  framed 
only  as  a  black  experience,  and  not  a  foundation  core  of  American  society  then  the  choice  of 
subject  materials,  as  well  as  the  constructed  exercises,  will  be  rendered  null  and  void.  
Definition  of  Terms 
Black:  Specifically,  an  American  Decedent  of  Slavery.  Generally,  any  person  in  an  American 
context  that  identifies  as  a  member  of  a  group  descendant  from  the  continent  of  Africa  either 
directly  or  as  part  of  a  diaspora.  
Communicative  Language  Teaching  (CLT):  “ The  communicative  approach  was  developed 
particularly  by  British  applied  linguists  in  the  1980s  as  a  reaction  away  from  grammar-based 
approaches  such  as  situational  language  teaching  and  the  audiolingual  method  prizes  fluency, 
accuracy  and  the  integration  of  different  language  skills”  (Richards,  2002,  p.99).  
Community  College:  “ A  2-year  government-supported  college  that  offers  an  associate  degree” 
(Merriam-Webster  Online  Dictionary). 
Critical  Language  and  Race  Theory:  “ The  focus  on  the  intersection  of  the  subject-as-heard 
and  the  subject-as-seen  at  the  forefront  of  interpretation  and  analysis”  (Crump,  2014,p.1). 
Curriculum:  “ A  description  of  the  contents  of  a  course  of  instruction  and  the  order  in  which 
they  are  to  be  taught”  (Richards,  2002,  p.576).  
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English  as  a  Second  Language  (ESL):  “ In  a  loose  sense,  English  is  the  second  language  of 
anyone  who  learns  it  after  learning  their  first  language  in  infancy  in  the  home”  (Richards,  2002, 
p.196). 
Form  Focused  Instruction:  “ Any  planned  or  incidental  instructional  activity  that  is  intended  to 
induce  language  learners  to  pay  attention  to  linguistic  form”  (Ellis,  2001,  p.2). 
Oppression:  “ Unjust  or  cruel  exercise  of  authority  or  power”  (Merriam-Webster  Online 
Dictionary).  
Past  Counterfactual  Conditional  Statements:  A  statement  concerning  an  action  in  that  past 
and  its  hypothetical  or  possible  consequences  in  the  past  (also  known  as  the  Third  Conditional) 
or  present/future  (also  known  as  the  Mixed  Conditional). 
Racism:  “ A  belief  that  race  is  the  primary  determinant  of  human  traits  and  capacities  and  that 
racial  differences  produce  an  inherent  superiority  of  a  particular  race”  that  can  be  formalized  into 
a  doctrine  or  political  program  to  execute  its  principles  via  a  political  or  social  system” 
(Merriam-Webster  Online  Dictionary).  
Realia:  “ Actual  objects  and  items  which  are  brought  into  a  classroom  as  examples  or  as  aids  to 
be  talked  or  written  about  and  used  in  teaching.  Realia  may  include  such  things  as  photographs, 
articles  of  clothing,  and  kitchen  objects”  (Richards,  2002,  p.  485). 
University:  “ An  institution  of  higher  learning  providing  facilities  for  teaching  and  research  and 
authorized  to  grant  academic  degrees”  (Merriam-Webster  Online  Dictionary).  
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CHAPTER  II 
REVIEW  OF  THE  LITERATURE 
As  students  continue  to  enroll  in  ESL  courses  at  California  community  colleges  to 
improve  job  prospects  or  to  achieve  academic  goals  they  will  be  confronted  with  courses  that 
integrate  basic  language  skills.  The  importance  of  teaching  grammar  as  a  distinct  element  in 
language  learning  has  been  underutilized  as  explicit  grammar  instruction  is  viewed  as 
decontextualizing  language  into  formulas  distinct  from  and  disconnected  from  communicative 
use.  However,  recent  studies  have  shown  that  explicit  grammar  teaching  in  the  classroom  has  a 
beneficial  effect  on  K-12  English  language  learners.  That  said,  there  is  a  lack  of  teaching 
materials  geared  towards  the  advanced  language  learner  that  takes  advantage  of  these  findings.  
This  chapter  is  organized  into  four  main  sections.  These  sections  include  Form  Focused 
Instruction,  Communicative  Language  Teaching,  Realia,  and  a  brief  discussion  of  Critical  Race 
Theory.  The  Form  Focused  Instruction  (FFI)  discussion  section  frames  FFI  as  an  umbrella  term 
which  includes  the  Focus  on  Form  (FonF)  approach  wherein  learners  are  helped  to  notice  the  use 
and  formation  of  the  grammatical  object  of  study.  In  the  section  on  the  Communicative 
Language  Teaching  (CLT)  approach,  the  discussion  includes  an  overview  of  CRT  and  how  some 
scholars  and  professionals  have  sought  to  integrate  this  approach  with  FFI.  Following  this,  the 
use  and  importance  of  Realia  is  discussed  and  its  use  explored  by  practitioners  in  the  classroom. 
The  chapter  ends  with  a  discussion  of  Critical  Language  and  Race  Theory  (LangCrit)  that 
includes  examples  of  how  LangCrit  can  be  successfully  employed  in  the  classroom.  
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Form  Focused  Instruction 
Form  Focused  Instruction  (FFI)  is  an  umbrella  term  for  a  group  of  practices  that  connect 
language  learning  in  a  content-based  language  classroom.  Existing  within  this  framework,  Focus 
on  Form  (FonF)  is  defined  by  The  Longman  Dictionary  of  Language  Teaching  and  Applied 
Linguistics  (LDLTAL)  as  a  “brief  allocation  of  attention  to  linguistic  form  as  the  need  for  this 
arises  incidentally,  in  the  context  of  communication”  (Richards,  2002,  p.  223).  This  is  related  to, 
but  different  from,  Focus  on  FormS.  The  latter  term  is  used  to  define  instruction,  which  “is 
informed  by  a  strong  interface  view,  and  occurs  when  parts  of  grammar  are  taught  as  discrete 
units,  in  order  of  their  linguistic  complexity”  (Ollerhead  &  Oosthuizen,  2005,  p.63).   In  contrast, 
FonF  requires  the  use  of  a  meaningful  context  in  order  to  focus  the  learner’s  attention  on  the 
grammar  item  in  question.  This  can  take  the  form  of  an  information-gap  activity  wherein 
learners’  attention  is  drawn  to  a  specific  and/or  problematic  structure  (Ellis,  Basturkmen,  & 
Loewen,  2002,  p.  420).  
Several  studies  demonstrate  the  positive  impact  of  the  FonF  approach.  For  example, 
Ollerhead  and  Oosthuizen  (2005)   investigate  how  educational  texts  were  written  for  the  “South 
African  English-as-an-additional  language  (EAL)  syllabus  (which  adopt  a  focus-on-meaning 
approach  to  English  language  instruction)  compare  with  educational  texts  written  for  the  Kenyan 
EAL  syllabus  (which  favor  a  focus-on-form  instructional  approach),  in  terms  of  their 
effectiveness  in  enabling  South  African  primary  school  learners  to  acquire  interrogative 
constructions”  (p.60).   The  authors  note  that  the  rise  in  percentage  points  in  the  FonF  class  which 
was  the  core  of  the  study  rose  to  51%  on  post-testing  from  26%  obtained  on  pretest  scoring 
representing  a  gain  of   25%  overall  (Ollerhead  &  Oosthuizen,  2005,  p.67).  Due  to  these  findings, 
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the  authors  suggest  “that  intensive  FonF  instruction  that  the  class  received  was  significantly 
beneficial  to  participants  when  they  had  to  integrate  all  aspects  of  question  formation  (including 
auxiliary  placement,  subject-verb  inversion,  and  word  order)  in  a  task  where  the  components  of 
the  forms  were  not  provided”  (p.67).  
Valeo  (2013)  came  to  a  similar  conclusion  in  a  study  that  showed  “significant  gains  on 
most  of  the  language  measures  for  both  learner  groups  but  significant  advantages  for  the 
form-focused  group  on  the  content  knowledge  tests”  (p.25).  The  results  of  this  study  were 
examined  “in  relation  to  the  impact  of  specific  strategies  designed  to  focus  on  form  and  the 
relationship  between  attention  to  form  and  comprehension  of  content  in  the  context  of 
content-based  language  programs”  (p.25).   Similar  to  Ollerhead  and  Oosthuizen  (2005),  this 
demonstrates  that  grammar  instruction  is  beneficial  to  learners  when  a  FonF  approach  is  adopted.  
In  a  related  study  that  compares  the  effects  of  focused  communication  tasks  to 
contextualized  practice  activities  in  order  to  teach  the  English  third  (or  past  counterfactual) 
conditional,  Broszkiewicz  (2011),  demonstrates  that  groups  “instructed  by  means  of  focused 
communication  tasks  out-performed  the  other  experimental  group  and  the  control  group” 
(p.336).   In  many  ways,  Broszkiewicz’s  (2011)  study  forms  the  semantic  core  of  the  current  field 
project  as  the  study  sought  to  address  the  following  research  questions:  “1.  Does  form-focused 
instruction  facilitate  the  development  of  explicit  and  implicit  knowledge  of  past  unreal 
conditionals?  2.  What  is  the  effect  of  employing  focused  communication  tasks  on  explicit  and 
implicit  knowledge  of  unreal  past  conditionals  in  comparison  to  text-manipulation  and 
text-creation  activities?  3.  Are  the  effects  of  the  instructional  treatment  durable?”  (Broszkiewicz, 
2011,  p.342).  
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Similar  to  Ollerhead  and  Oosthuizen  (2005),  Broszkiewicz’s  (2011)  research  shows  that 
the  classroom  that  includes  some  form  of  FFI  have  an  advantageous  effect  for  implicit  and 
explicit  grammar  knowledge  over  classrooms  that  do  not.  This  upholds  Valeo’s  (2013)  assertion 
that  the  inclusion  of  FFI  can  enhance  grammar  learning  and  retention  (p.42).  It  appears  that  FFI 
is  beneficial  due  to  the  inclusion  of  Corrective  Feedback  (CF)  which  Valeo  (2013)  defines  as 
being  “situated  in  spontaneous  interactions  and  as  such  can  be  provided  when  learners  are 
focused  on  meaning,  increasing  the  chances  that  learners  might  connect  form  and  meaning” 
(p.42).  Further,  when  CF  is  applied  to  learners  who  have  already  been  acquainted  with  some 
form  of  FFI  including  Focus  on  Form,  stronger  links  between  language  and  content  can  emerge 
within  the  learner  (Valeo,  2013,  p.42).   This  is  important  because  the  act  of  correction  renders 
grammar  meaningful  and  contextualizes  forms  within  actual  usage  of  the  language. 
In  this  regard,  Ebadi,  Saad,  and  Abedalaziz  (2014)  examine  the  effects  of  the  types  of 
corrective  feedback  on  targeted  language  features.  The  authors  examine  the  possibility  of 
“explicit  corrective  feedback  in  the  form  of  metalinguistic  information  to  influence  both  implicit 
and  explicit  knowledge”  (p.26).  In  particular,  the  authors  question  whether  or  not  there  is  a 
“significant  effect  of  the  explicit  form  focus[ed]  instruction,  specifically  explicit  corrective 
feedback  in  the  form  of  metalinguistic  information  on  grammar  acquisition  of  ESL  learners” 
(p.26).  By  post-testing  implicit  and  explicit  knowledge,  Ebadi,  Saad,  &  Abedalaziz  found 
evidence  that  “supports  the  theoretical  position  that  corrective  feedback  by  providing  negative 
evidence  plays  a  facilitative  and  perhaps  even  vital  role  in  second  language  acquisition”  (p.31). 
In  terms  of  practicality,  this  means  that  there  are  benefits  to  explicit  grammar  instruction  for  the 
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ESL  learner.  What  can  be  drawn  from  the  author's  work  is  that  CF  can  affect  the  learner’s 
implicit  and  explicit  knowledge  of  grammatical  structures  such  as  unreal  conditional  statements.  
Valeo’s  (2013)  study,  examines  the  simple  past  tense  and  the  present  conditional.  Valeo 
highlights  that  “corrective  feedback  has  been  shown  to  be  a  powerful  tool  for  the  integration  of 
attention  to  language  forms  and  content”  (p.42).  In  this  study,  Valeo  finds  that  groups  are  not 
able  to  make  clear  connections  between  language  and  content  when  there  is  a  lack  of  CF  within 
FFI  instruction.  His  findings  suggest  that  it  is  possible  that  “the  lack  of  corrective  feedback 
rendered  the  overall  FFI  neutral  and  therefore  no  statistically  significant  difference  is  found 
between  the  FF  [Form  Focused]  and  MF  [Meaning  Focused]  groups”  (p.42).  Valeo  points  out 
that  FFI  has  researched  extensively,,  “it  would  be  valuable  to  pursue  more  research  that 
compares  these  options  in  combination  with  corrective  feedback  as  well”  (p.42).  
The  use  of  FFI  in  the  classroom  has  shown  that  it  can  facilitate  measurable  changes  in  the 
learners’  implicit  and  explicit  grammar  knowledge.  Often,  when  design  procedures  of  a  given 
study  fail  “to  elicit  the  targeted  language  feature,  a  solution  could  be  found  in  the  methodological 
choices  made  by  the  language  teacher”  (Broszkiewicz,  2011,  p.339).  According  to  Broszkiewicz, 
“this  is  because  through  the  teacher’s  use  of  brief  explicit  instructions  and  corrective  feedback, 
particularly  in  the  form  of  requests  for  clarification,  the  learner  may  be  indirectly  encouraged  to 
employ  the  target  language  feature”  (p.339).  
In  the  studies  discussed  so  far,  the  authors  are  using  pre-existing  materials  and  not 
creating  their  own  in  order  to  evaluate  the  effectiveness  of  FFI.  Therefore  the  current  field 
project  will  employ  FFI   in  order  to  create  unit  objectives  that  assist  instructors  in  teaching  the 
explicit  knowledge  of  past  unreal  conditional  statements.  One  of  the  aims  in  creating  the 
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handbook  is  to  integrate  the  Form  Focused  Instruction  with  Corrective  Feedback  by  creating 
spaces  wherein  the  instructor  can  be  an  active  participant.   Therefore  it  is  important  to  impress 
upon  instructors  the  importance  of  FFI  in  general  and  CF  specifically  when  used  in  conjunction 
with  Communicative  Language  Teaching.  Although  it  can  be  argued  that  FFI  has  the  potential  to 
jeopardize  the  communicative  aspect  of  a  task,  ultimately,  the  task  is  likely  to  be  perceived  as 
communicative  by  the  learner  who  will  understand  a  request  for  clarification  as  an  appeal  to 
enhance  the  quality  of  an  utterance. 
Communicative  Language  Teaching  
Communicative  Language  Teaching  (CLT),  the  third  topic  introduced  in  this  chapter, 
posits  that  language  resides  within  complex  individuals  and  not  solely  in  the  domain  of  linguistic 
structures.  Therefore,  instructors  should  focus  on  the  communication  aspects  of  language  by 
planning  classroom  activities  that  lead  to  the  development  of  communicative  competence 
(Cazden,  196,  p.  4).  This  approach  was  developed  as  a  response  to  the  grammar-based 
approaches  of  the  1980s.  According  to  Richards  (2002),  “communicative  language  teaching  led 
to  a  re-examination  of  language  teaching  goals,  syllabuses,  materials,  and  classroom  activities 
and  has  had  a  major  impact  on  changes  in  language  teaching  worldwide”  (p.  99).  The  impact  of 
CLT  can  be  seen  in  diverse  fields  of  language  studies  including  but  not  limited  to  content-based 
instruction.  
Richards  lists  the  major  components  of  the  Communicative  Language  Teaching  theory  as 
the  following:  “1.  learners  use  a  language  by  using  it  to  communicate;  2.  authentic  and 
meaningful  communication  should  be  the  goal  of  classroom  activities;  3.  fluency  and  accuracy 
are  both  important  goals  in  language  learning;  4.  communication  involves  the  integration  of 
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different  language  skills;  and  5.  learning  is  a  process  of  creative  construction  and  involves  trial 
and  error”  (Richards,  2002,  p.  99).  Learning  within  the  CLT  framework  is  often  facilitated  by  the 
use  of  realia,  real-life  objects  and  items  such  as  audiovisual   materials.  Often,  within 
Content-Based  Instruction  these  materials  can  form  the  focus  of  talking  or  writing  tasks.  
Existing  within  the  ideology  of   CLT,  Content-Based  Instruction  (CBI)  is  a  close  relative 
of  Communicative  Language  Teaching  practices  as  both  urge  learners  to  involve  the  active 
participation  of  students  in  sharing  content.  Valeo  (2013)  demonstrates  this  by  examining  ways 
that  learner  attention  was  drawn  to  a  grammatical  structure  while  engaging  in  content  related  to 
geography  and  culture  (Valeo,  2013).  Valeo  found  that  the  results  indicated  that  “a  focus  on  the 
form  did  not  detract  from  content  learning,  and  in  fact,  they  suggested  that  content  learning  had 
been  enhanced  by  the  provision  of  FFI”  (Valeo,  2013,  p.43).  These  findings  are  important  from  a 
materials  development  perspective  as  the  FFI  contained  within  this  study  did  not  include 
corrective  feedback,  yet  the  author  of  the  study  suggests  that  if  it  had  been  included,  “the  study 
might  have  shown  more  positive  results  for  language  learning”(Valeo,  2013,  p.43).  Therefore  it 
is  important  that  this  current  field  project  attempts  to  fill  this  gap  by  creating  materials  that  both 
engage  the  learner  as  well  as  provide  ample  opportunity  for  the  instructor  to  provide  feedback. 
One  way  to  ensure  this  interaction  is  through  the  use  of  realia  in  the  classroom.  
Realia  
Communicative  Language  Teaching  encourages  the  use  of  realia.  The  concept  of  realia  is 
broad  and  includes  both  tangible  and  intangible  objects  including  recorded  speech.  Writing  about 
the  use  of  realia  in  the  classroom,  Zaredi  and  Biri  (2016)  state  that  “it  is  safe  to  suggest  that 
grammar  should  be  taught  communicatively  in  the  context  where  it  actually  happens  in  order  to 
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be  effective”  (p.19).   The  ways  the  authors  sought  to  mitigate  this  through  the  deployment  of 
authentic  audiovisual  materials  in  order  to  teach  grammar.  While  discussing  the  use  of  animated 
sitcoms,  Zaredi  and  Biri  (2016)  make  the  claim  that  authentic  videos,  which  include  animated 
sitcoms  provide  a  genuine  context  that  assists,  help  students  learn  the  language  features.  
They  found  that  “by  creating  a  contextualized  situation  for  presenting  and  practicing 
language  forms,  not  only  do  language  learners  see  how  effectively  and  practice  grammar  points 
taught  in  the  classroom  are  used  in  real  life  but  also  their  negative  perceptions  and  attitudes 
toward  grammar  will  change”  (Zaredi  &  Biri,  2016,  p.20  ).  This  fits  well  with   Bably  and 
Nusrat’s  (2017)  listing  of  the  four  dimensions  in  which  students  gain  competency  through  the 
use  of  realia:  the  ability  to  see  actual  language  in  use,  the  attainment  of  greater  cross-cultural 
awareness,  the  empowerment  of  students  to  create  materials/experiences,  and  increased 
motivation  due  to  the  introduction  of  unique  and  interesting  materials.  
Speaking  specifically  about  the  use  of  audiovisual  materials  in  the  classroom,  Zaredi  & 
Biri  (2016)  argue  that  audiovisual  materials  form  an  anchor  to  student  language  learning.  The 
authors  put  forward  the  idea  that  “by  creating  a  contextualized  situation  for  presenting  and 
practicing  language  forms,  not  only  do  language  learners  see  how  effectively  and  practice 
grammar  points  taught  in  the  classroom  are  used  in  real  life  but  also  their  negative  perceptions 
and  attitudes  toward  grammar  will  change''  (Zaredi,  2016,  p.20).  Thus,  the  authors  claim  that 
presenting  grammar  in  an  authentic  context  with  relatable  materials  is  likely  to  elicit  more 
engagement  from  a  larger  audience  and  have  an  impact  on  their  perspective  of  both  grammar  and 
the  society  at  large.  
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In  their  2016   study,  Zaredi  and  Biri  pose  the  following  question:  “Does  using  animated 
sitcoms  have  any  significant  effect  on  students’  learning  of  conditional  sentences?”  In  order  to 
answer  this  question,  Zaredi  and  Biri  (2016)  set  out  to  “make  grammar  instruction  more 
communicative  and  interesting  for  EFL  learners  by  utilizing  an  English  animated  sitcom  entitled 
The  Looney  Tunes  Show  in  a  grammar  class.  This  study  also  aimed  at  shedding  light  on  the 
effectiveness  of  grammar  in  language  learning  to  Iranian  EFL  learners,  encouraging  them  to 
change  their  view  of  grammar  to  perceive  it  as  one  of  the  beneficial  linguistic  resources  at  their 
disposal”  (Zaredi  &  Biri,  2016,  p.22).  The  study  attempts  to  understand  the  use  of  grammar 
learning  as  well  as  seeking  to  uncover  learner  attitudes  towards  realia.  
The  targeted  grammar  structures  of   Zaredi  and  Biri’s  (2016)  were  conditional  sentences. 
Their  findings  suggest  that  the  “characteristic  feature  of  animated  sitcoms  turned  out  to  be 
effective  and  beneficial  for  the  participants  of  the  experimental  group  and  rendered  their  efforts 
to  learn  conditional  sentences  more  fruitful”  (Zaredi  &  Biri,  2016,  p.32).  This  is  attributed  to  the 
fact  that  the  cartoon  “introduced  the  students  to  a  new  dimension  of  language  learning  and  they 
were  provided  with  opportunities  to  observe  and  notice  the  use  of  conditional  sentences  in  the 
real  context”  (Zaredi,  Biri,  2016,  p.31).  Likewise,  this  current  project  will  utilize  realia. 
However,  this  project  will  formally  answer  something  that  Zaredi  and  Biri  did  not.  The  authors 
do  not  go  into  detail  about  why  they  selected  the  specific  form  and  content  of  the  realia. 
Although  the  animated  sitcom  will  not  form  part  of  this  project,  this  field  project  will  utilize 
other  forms  of  high-quality  input  that  exemplify  targeted  language  use  as  well  as  provide  cogent 
reasoning  for  selection.  
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In  their  research,  Bably  and  Nusrat  (2017)  discuss  some  of  the  uses  of  realia.  In  order  to 
collect  data,   Bably  and  Nusrat  surveyed  tertiary  level  teachers  in  order  to  understand  their 
feelings  on  realia  and  its  usage  in  the  language  classroom.  Their  work  is  useful  for  this  current 
project  as  their  research  provides  suggestions  on  appropriately  choosing  realia  for  learning 
activities  to  promote  language  learning  (Bably  &  Nusrat,   2017).  Thier  research  presents 
overwhelming  support  for  the  use  of  realia  in  the  classroom.  For  example,  among  those 
surveyed,  60%  of  the  teachers  strongly  agreed  that  realia  improved  the  learners'  understanding  of 
grammar  concepts.  Findings  also  support  ideas  of  realia  as  an  effective  pedagogical  tool,  connect 
classroom  activities  with  real-life  experiences,  and  make  students  motivated.  
The  use  of  realia  which  can  extend  classroom  content  into  the  real  world  and  help 
learners  comprehend  the  difficult  subject  matter.  Using  realia  benefits  the  learners  but  can  also 
be  very  challenging  for  teachers.  Teachers  should  take  steps  to  ensure  that  realia  “helps  to  bridge 
the  gap  between  classroom  activities  and  real-life  experiences”  (Bably  &  Nusrat,   2017).  In  the 
opinion  of  Bably  and  Nusrat,  “the  main  objective  of  teaching  is  to  make  the  learning  process 
meaningful  for  the  learners,  enabling  them  to  grasp  the  concept  of  each  lesson  they  learn  and 
realia  offers  that  scope.  So,  teachers  should  feel  more  encouraged  to  use  realia  in  the  classroom; 
however,  the  selection  of  the  materials  has  to  be  well  thought  and  relevant  to  the  functional  needs 
of  the  learners”  (Bably  &  Nusrat,   2017,  p.6).  
Critical  Language  and  Race  Theory  
In  order  to  select  appropriate  realia  for  this  field  project  that  is  both  functionally  and 
socially  relevant  to  the  user,  this  section  introduces  the  topic  of  Critical  Language  and  Race 
Theory  (LangCrit).  LangCrit,  “is  a  critical  theory  of  language  and  race  that  challenges  fixed 
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assumptions  related  to  categories  such  as  language,  identity,  and  race  and  argues  that  these 
categories  are  socially  and  locally  constructed”  (Crump,  2014,  p.  213).  LangCrit  shares  a  lot  in 
common  with  the  Critical  Race  Theory  (CRT)  framework.  Solorzano,  Ceja,  and  Yosso  (2000) 
state  that  the  “critical  race  theory  framework  for  education  is  different  from  other  CRT 
frameworks  because  it  simultaneously  attempts  to  foreground  race  and  racism  in  the  research  as 
well  as  challenge  the  traditional  paradigms,  methods,  texts,  and  separate  discourse  on  race, 
gender,  and  class  by  showing  how  these  social  constructs  intersect  to  impact  on  communities  of 
color”  (p.63).  
Furthermore,  within  an  educational  context,  CRT  “focuses  on  the  racialized,  gendered, 
and  classed  experiences  of  communities  of  color  and  offers  a  liberatory  and  transformative 
method  for  examining  racial/ethnic,  gender,  and  class  discrimination”  (Solorzano,  Ceja,  & 
Yosso,  2000.  p.63).  In  addition  to  this  Educational  CRT  also  “utilizes  transdisciplinary 
knowledge  and  the  methodological  base  of  ethnic  studies,  women's  studies,  sociology,  history, 
and  the  law  to  forge  better  understandings  of  the  various  forms  of  discrimination”  (Solorzano, 
Ceja,  &  Yosso,  2000.  p.63).  In  short,  this  definition  posits  CRT  as  an  ontological  practice  that  not 
only  names  but  identifies  the  subjects  and  objects  of  race  and  racism.  Although  both  LangCrit 
and  CRT  share  overlapping  spheres  of  interests  there  are  important  key  differences  to  note.  
For  example,  in  contrast  to  traditional  Critical  Race  Theory  (CRT)  which  can  be  defined 
by  its  attention  to  unchallenged  society-embedded  racism,  LangCrit  “acknowledges  that  fixity 
plays  a  role  in  shaping  identity  possibilities,  in  setting  the  tone  for  becoming.  Rather  than  taking 
an  either/or  approach  to  this,  LangCrit  acknowledges  both/and,  and  in  so  doing,  it  accounts  for  a 
continuum  of  possibilities  for  understanding  language,  race,  and  identity”   (Crump,  2014,  p. 
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213).   Crump  (2014)  defines  LangCrit  is  an  “eco-social  lens”  that  performs  the  following 
functions:  “1.  it  acknowledges  that  racism  is  enmeshed  within  a  given  society.  2.  it  accounts  for 
socially  constructed  and  negotiated  hierarchies  and  boundaries  among  social  categories,  such  as 
language,  identity,  and  race,  which  constitute  a  continuum  of  possibilities  from  fixed  to  fluid 
3.  it   embraces  and  seeks  out  the  intersectionality  of  different  dimensions  of  identity;  and  4.  it 
emphasizes  how  local  language  practices  and  individual  stories  are  connected  to  broader  social, 
political,  and  historical  practices  and  discourses  through  nested  relationships  that  are  woven 
together  through  webs  of  social  relations”  (Crump,  2014,  p.  213).  
Solorzano,  Ceja,  and  Yosso  (2000)  examine  the  undergraduate  experiences  of 
African-Americans  through  the  lense  of  a  critical  race  framework.  Although  the  authors  call  this 
CRT,  it  could  be  said  that  they  are  using  a  model  that  is  closer  in  kind  to  LangCrit  because  they 
are  not  just  examining  an  either/or  binary  of  race,  but  a  both/and  model  of  race  and  studenthood 
and  gender.  This  is  evidenced  in  their  study  which  “explored  the  linkages  between  racial 
stereotypes,  cumulative  racial  microaggressions,  campus  racial  climate,  and  academic 
performance”  (Solorzano,  Ceja,  &  Yosso,  2000.  p.62).  In  this  study,  they  use  a  LangCrit  model 
to  argue  that  “the  prospect  of  conforming  to  a  negative  stereotype  about  African  Americans 
might  be  enough  to  undermine  an  African  American  college  student's  performance  and 
achievement  and  thereby  negatively  contribute  to  the  collegiate  racial  climate  at  his  or  her 
institution  of  higher  learning”  (Solorzano,  Ceja,  &  Yosso,  2000.  p.62).  
This  study  used  “a  qualitative,  focus-group  research  design  to  illustrate  in  greater  detail 
how  African  American  students  experience  the  racial  climate  of  their  college  campuses.  Focus 
groups  are  guided  group  discussions  that  allow  the  generation  of  a  wealth  of  understanding  about 
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participants'  experiences  and  beliefs  about  a  particular  topic  of  inquiry”  (Solorzano,  Ceja,  & 
Yosso,  2000.  p.64).  Using  LangCrit  the  authors  were  able  to  find  “that  the  cumulative  effects  of 
racial  microaggressions  can  be  devastating”  (Solorzano,  Ceja,  &  Yosso,  2000.  p.72).  It  was  the 
stated  hope  of  the  authors  that  “further  research  into  these  subtle  forms  of  and  responses  to 
racism  and  sexism  will  advance  examinations  of  the  conditions  and  concerns  of  African 
American  and  other  students  of  color  and  move  educators  toward  making  Professor  Pierce's  hope 
a  reality”  (Solorzano,  Ceja,  &  Yosso,  2000.  p.72).  
Although  it  is  not  the  aim  of  this  field  project  to  build  upon  the  research  of  Solorzano, 
Ceja,  and  Yosso,  this  project  can  utilize  the  study  by  selecting  realia  that  can  negate  the  idea  of 
racism  and  sexism  and  uplift  the  image  of  people  of  color,  especially  those  images  of  American 
Blacks  in  the  minds  of  EFLs.  Thus,  selecting  realia  in  accordance  with  an  eco-social  lens,  this 
field  project  uses  the  actual  words  and  images  of  individuals  whose  identities  are  constructed 
from  race,  sexuality,  oppression,  and  occupation  among  other  dimensions  thus  forming  an 
unfocused  metadiscourse  within  through  the  act  of  focused  instruction.  
Summary  
The  overarching  framework  of  this  field  project  is  the  concept  of  Form  Focused 
Instruction  which  includes  the  more  narrow  features  of  Focus  on  Form  and  its  use  of  corrective 
feedback.  Focus  on  form  will  be  used  to  help  learners  recognize  and  use  a  specific  grammar 
structure,  namely  the  English  past  counterfactual  conditional  (third  conditional)  statement. 
Integrating  FFI  with  the  practices  of  Communicative  Language  Teaching  fills  a  gap  in  the 
literature  in  order  to  address  a  lack  of  theory/materials  which  recognize  the  needs  of  students 
beyond  the  K-12  level.  What  is  unique  about  this  project  is  that  it  will  exploit  the  CLT-supported 
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use  of  realia  in  the  ESL  classroom.  In  selecting  realia,  LitCrit  is  employed  to  choose  materials 
that  will  enable  ESLs  to  critically  engage  with  the  grammar  structure  under  study  through  the 
lens  of  race  and  racism.  Ultimately  this  project  aims  to  create  positive  perceptions  of  both 
grammar  and  extend  subject  matter  out  into  the  real  world.  
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CHAPTER  III 
THE  PROJECT  AND  ITS  DEVELOPMENT 
Brief  Description  of  the  project 
The  purpose  of  this  project  is  three-fold.  This  project  seeks  to  operationalize 
Broszkiewicz  (2011)  focus  on  communication  tasks  used  in  helping  advanced  learners  of  English 
in  acquiring  structural  elements  of  past  unreal  counterfactual  statements.  In  these  statements,  the 
hypothetical  event  and  result  occur  in  the  past,  and  the  mixed  conditional,  that  represents  a  past 
hypothetical  event  and  it’s  imagined  present/future  result.  This  project  will  need  to   employ 
teaching  treatments  including  aspects  of  form-focused  instruction  complete  with  appropriate 
activities  such.  This  project  will  also  incorporate  realia,  in  the  form  of  authentic  examples  of 
speech  into  Form  Focused  Instruction.  In  particular,  this  project  focuses  on  the  real  examples  of 
language  in  use.  
The  secondary  purpose  is  using  Critical  Language  and  Race  Theory  in  the  selection  of 
realia  to  introduce  English  Language  learners  to  aspects  of  the  American  experience  which 
includes  the  Black  experience.  When  the  majority  of  the  teaching  workforce  is  overwhelmingly 
white  and  female,  including  Black  voices,  particularly  Black  male  voices  through  the  medium  of 
authentic  speech,  will  enable  students  to  notice  the  literary  and  cultural  traditions  that  may 
scaffold  various  educational  experiences  in  the  United  States.  To  inspire  further  engagement,  this 
project  contains  images  painted  by  prominent  black  artists.  These  images  are  tangential  to  the 
lessons  as  they  were  produced  in  the  same  temporal  era  inhabited  by  the  selected  speakers  from 
whom  the  exercises  were  built.  
It  should  be  made  clear  here  that  the  aim  of  the  second  approach  is  for  students  to  notice 
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the  structural  and  systematic  anti-blackness  as  they  explore  the  grammatical  structures  of 
conditional  statements.  One  will  notice  that  when  pair  or  group  work  occurs,  it  is  focused  on  the 
structure  on  the  statements  under  question.  This  is  not  an  accident  of  omission.  The  premise  that 
underlines  the  second  approach  is  that  anti-blackness  is  real  and  that  it  creates  material 
advantages  and  disadvantages  both  directly  and  indirectly  for  those  involved.  It  is  left  to  the 
instructor  to  supplement  this  lesson  with  external  materials  as  it  is  beyond  the  scope  of  this 
project  to  provide  a  course  on  the  cause  and  effects  of  oppression.  
The  project  contains  three  sections  divided  into  three  units  based  on  an  individual  entitled 
“The  Academic,”  The  Activist,”  and  “The  Archivist.”  The  activities  contained  in  each  unit  strive 
to  acquaint  the  student  with  the  second,  third  and  mixed  conditional  respectively.  Each  unit 
builds  upon  the  next  in  order  to  prove  interesting  and  challenging.  As  such,  each  unit  requires 
more  reading  and  engagement  with  the  source  material.  Although  the  use  of  the  project’s 
material  can  be  used  alone,  it  is  recommended  that  instructors  be  on  hand  to  assist  the  students.  
● Unit  1:  “The  Academic”-  Featuring  James  Baldwin,  this  unit  is  called  “The  Academic” 
based  on  Baldwin’s  extraordinary  contributions  to  American  literature.  This  section 
contains  exercises  built  from  James  Baldwin’s  “Pindrop”  speech.  This  unit  serves  to 
activate  the  student’s  prior  knowledge  of  verb  forms  and  conditional  statements.  
● Unit  2:  “The  Activist”-  Featuring  organizer  Kwame  Ture  (born  Stokely  Carmichael)  ,  this 
unit  is  called  “The  Activist”  based  on  Ture’s  involvement  in  the  Civil  Rights  Movement. 
This  section  contains  exercises  derived  from  Ture’s  “Black  Power,”  29  October  1966, 
speech.  This  unit  serves  to  introduce  learners  to  the  structure  and  use  of  the  third 
conditional.  
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● Section  3:  “The  Archivist”-  The  final  section  will  incorporate,  is  derived  from   Dick 
Gregory’s  speech  at  St.  John's  Baptist  Church  Birmingham,  Alabama  -  May  20,  1963. 
This  unit  serves  to  introduce  learners  to  the  structure  and  use  of  the  conditionals 
containing  mixed  time  frames.  Dick  Gregory  became  famous  for  boldly  using  the  history 
of  Black  people  in  his  performances  and  speeches.  
Development  of  the  Project 
Often  in  my  work  as  an  English  Structure,  I  use  Hip-Hop  and  Rap  music  as  a  medium  to 
teach  grammar.  My  young  students  seem  to  know  the  words  to  most  popular  songs  and  it  is  easy 
to  use  them  to  lower  the  affective  response  to  students  and  promote  engagement.  However,  upon 
reflection,  I  began  to  wonder  whether  or  not  as  a  Black  instructor,  I  should  be  doing  more  than 
deciphering  the  layered  codes  of  performers  representing  a  subculture.  In  addition,  I  began  to 
take  note  of  the  questions  that  I  was  being  asked.  My  students  seemed  to  sometimes  simulate  the 
embodiment  of  these  supposed  black  codes  and  use  them  as  a  framework  to  analyze  the  black 
life  as  through  the  narrative  of  personal  failure  instead  of  a  continuous  history  of  institutionalized 
anti-blackness.  
I  began  to  think  of  my  students.  If  not  for  the  immigration  act  of  1965  many  would  not  be 
here.  If  not  for  the  struggle  of  black  Americans  in  the  1960s,  many  would  not  be  able  to  get  an 
education.  Yet  students  and  incoming  people  alike  are  never  formally  introduced  to  their  adopted 
history,  and  as  a  result,  are  not  protected  from  being  suitable  to  participate  in  the  mores  of 
anti-blackness  themselves.  In  retrospect,  I  could  have  selected  any  time  period  for  this  project 
but  somehow  the  revolutionary  voices  of  the  1960s  seemed  to  call  out  the  loudest.  It  is  my  hope 
that  this  project  will  inspire  learners  to  look  beyond  commercial  or  propagandized  images  of 
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Blackness  and  discover  a  bit  of  themselves  in  the  process.  
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The  Project 
(Please  see  Appendix) 
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CHAPTER  IV 
CONCLUSIONS  AND  RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Conclusions 
As  more  students  enroll  English  as  a  Second  Language  (ESL)  courses  at  community 
colleges  in  the  state  of  California  there  is  an  opportunity  to  integrate  aspects  of  Form  Focused 
Instruction  (FFI)  with  those  of  Communicative  Language  Teaching  (CLT)  in  order  to  help 
students  acquire  the  grammar  form  and  communicative  function  of  selected  grammar  structures. 
For  the  purpose  of  this  field  project,  the  past  counterfactual  conditional  statements  were  chosen 
as  the  learning  objective  based  on  its  complexity,  perceived  difficulties,  and  their  variety  of 
semantic  uses.  In  order  to  ensure  that  communicative  aspects  of  language  are  not 
decontextualized  through  the  focus  on  structure,  this  field  project  employs  the  use  of  realia  to 
bridge  the  gap  between  form  and  function.  
The  fieldwork  project  advocates  for  a  conscious  selection  of  realia  and  not  materials  that 
are  only  representations  of  the  language  in  use.  Instead,  this  field  project  takes  the  position  that 
just  as  form  cannot  be  separated  from  function,  likewise  realia,  cannot  be  separated  from  a  wider 
social  context.  In  a  fundamental  sense,  this  project  calls  for  educators  to  also  be  curators  that 
make  not  only  the  real  object  an  illustration  of  instruction,  but  utilize  the  immaterial  provenance 
of  the  object  as  a  focus  of  the  instruction.  For  the  purposes  of  creating  a  handbook,  the 
provenancial  focus  is  “race,”  and  the  realia  to  be  used  in  the  classroom  are  selected  audio,  visual, 
transcripted  materials  of  famous  speeches  of  the  American  Civil  Rights  Movement.  
Framing  the  use  of  these  materials  within  Critical  Language  and  Race  Theory,  students 
may  find  that  the  presentation  of  the  intersectionality  between  race,  gender,  status,  &c  may 
coincide  with  their  own  experiences  with  class,  immigration  status,  religious  affiliations,  &c.  and 
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serve  to  present  an  opportunity  to  engage  with  the  target  learning  objective.  Therefore,  in 
creating  the  handbook,  each  unit  is  built  around  a  figure  that  represents  a  form  of 
intersectionality  however  the  figure  remains  as  opaque  scaffolding  that  supports  the  overall 
lesson.  In  this  fashion,  much  depends  on  the  instructor  to  utilize  the  audiovisual  materials  in 
order  to  engage  the  students  as  active  participants  in  learning.  The  ultimate  goal  of  this  project 
was  to  create  a  handbook  that  can  serve  as  a  model  for  those  interested  in  creating  materials  with 
notions  of  social  equity  in  mind.  
Recommendations 
To  successfully  use  this  handbook  there  are  several  recommendations  included  in  this 
section  for  the  instructor.  First,  it  is  recommended  that  the  instructor  takes  the  time  to  discover 
their  own  conscious  and  unconscious  biases  in  terms  of  the  subject  matter  presented  in  the 
handbook.  This  along  with  self-guided  research  on  the  handbook’s  themes  will  enable  the 
instructor  to  facilitate  conversations  on  the  topic  matter  and  further  assist  the  learner  by 
providing  opportunities  for  corrective  feedback  while  being  aware  that  the  themes  of  the 
handbook  have  the  potential  to  make  some  learners  uncomfortable.  Most  importantly,  it  is 
recommended  that  the  instructor  view  the  handbook  as  a  roadmap  to  encourage  instructors  to 
create  their  own  materials  around  social  inequities.  Finally,  it  is  recommended  instructors  work 
together  and  share  these  materials  in  order  to  create  a  comprehensive  grammar  textbook  that 
grounds  the  learner  in  the  linguistic,  social,  and  economic  structures  of  American  Life.  
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Black  Unrealia :  Handbook  for  Teaching  the 
Structure  of  Past  Counterfactual  Statements  
 
               A.  Carter  
/ 
 
A  Note  to  the  User 
Unreal  Conditions  of  Color  is  designed  for  advanced  English  Language  Learners  to  be  both  as  a 
teaching  and  reference  guide  for  Past  Counterfactual  Statements.  The  approach  in  creating  this  guide  is 
built  upon  a  sequence  of  skills  which  are  framed  using  real-life  examples  of  spoken  speech.  It  is  no 
accident  that  the  examples  are  derived  from  the  United  States  Civil  Rights  Movement  (1954  –  1968).  
 
It  is  hoped  that  by  framing  conditional  structures  within  a  Black  experience,  users  will  develop  an 
appreciation  for  Black  arts  as  well  as  take  an  active  role  in  the  fight  against  anti-blackness  so  pervasive 
in  the  moden  social,  economical,  and  grammatical  structures  of  American  life.  
 
This  guide  should  be  viewed  as  part  of  a  developing  series  wherein  an  aspect  of  grammar  is  taught 
through  the  experiential  lense  of  an  experience,  or  intersection  of  experiences  including  but  not  limited 
to  race,  color,  religion,  sex,  national  origin,  political  affiliation,  sexual  orientation,  gender  identity, 
marital  status,  disability  and  genetic  information,  &  age.  
 
Outline 
Title Content Goal  
   
Unit  1 
The  Academic 
Activities  built  upon  James 
Baldwin’s  “Pindrop”  Speech.  
Students  will  be  able  to  activate 
prior  knowledge  regarding  the 
use  of  real  and  unreal 
conditionals.  
   
Unit  2 
The  Activist  
Activities  built  upon  Stokely 
Carmichael’s   “Black  Power” 
Speech. 
Students  will  be  able  to 
understand  and  use  the 
structures  of  past  counterfactual 
statements.  
   
Unit  3 
The  Archivist  
Activities  built  upon  Dick 
Gregory’s  Speech  at  St.  John's 
Baptist  Church  in 
Birmingham,  Alabama 
Students  will  be  able  to 
understand  and  use 
counterfactual  statements  that 
contain  different  time  aspects.  
 
 
2 
 
 
/ 
Unit  1:  The  Academic 
Lesson  Plan 
Content  Objective Students  will  be  able  to  identify  a  targeted  grammar  structure  in  spoken 
language.  
Language  Objective  Students  will  be  able  to  use  and  understand  the  targeted  structure.  
 
Description  of  Activities  
Activity Activity  Type Instructions  
Pretest Knowledge  testing A  short  test  to  gauge  previous  knowledge.  
Intro Introduce  James  Baldwin Listen  to  James  Baldwin  “Pin  Drop  Speech”  At  Cambridge 
University,  1965  
Video 
Transcript 
Ex.  1 Verb  forms  Instruct  students  to  fill  out  the  appropriate  verb  forms  for 
regular,  irregular,  and  phrasal  verbs.  
Ex.2  Warm  Up Introduce  students  to  real  and  unreal  conditional  statements.  
Ex.  3 Identification  Have  students  read  the  statement  to  identify  which  one 
represents  a  real  or  unreal  situation.  
Ex.  4 Grammar Students  need  to  change  the  verbs  into  the  correct  form 
required  by  the  structure.  
Ex.  5  Grammar After  reviewing  the  structure  of  unreal  conditionals  the 
students  will  identify  them.  
Ex.  6 Transformation Help  students  to  identify  the  appropriate  verbs  to  transform 
the  statement.  
Ex.  7 Speaking Students  will  speak  to  their  peers.  They  can  be  instructed  to 
collect  a  complete  or  partial  statement.  
Ex.  8 Grammar Students  will  rewrite  the  statements  putting  the  verbs  in  the 
correct  form.  
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Test  Your  Knowledge 
In  each  statement,  a  verb  form  appears  in  bold.  Write  a  “C”  next  to  all  statements  with  the  correct  verb 
form.  Write  an  “I”  next  to  the  statements  that  contain  one  or  more  incorrect  verb  forms. 
No.  Answer Statement Chart 
1.  If  a  nation  calls  itself  civilized  which  calls  itself  a  civilized  it  will  espouse 
the  notion  of  the  freedom  to  the  world. 
 
2.  If  one  were  to  prove  one’s  title  to  the  land,  would  four  hundred  years 
enough? 
 
3.   If  One  did  not  used  the  myth  of  Negro  and  the  myth  of  color  one  could  not 
pretend  and  assume  that  one  were  dealing  with,  essentially,  with  something 
exotic,  bizarre,  and  practically,  according  to  human  laws,  unknown. 
 
4.   If  we  are  sitting  in  this  room,  and  we  are  all,  at  least  I’d  like  to  think  we 
are,  relatively  civilized,  then  we  will  be  able  to  talk  to  each  other  at  least 
on  certain  levels  so  that  we  could  walk  out  of  here  assuming  that  the 
measure  of  our  enlightenment,  or  at  least,  our  politeness,  has  some  effect  on 
the  world. 
 
5.   It  would  be  a  terrible  thing  for  an  entire  people  if  they  surrender  Speech  at 
St.  John's  Baptist  Church 
Birmingham,  Alabama . 
 
Adapted  form:  https://www.rimaregas.com/2015/06/07/transcript-james-baldwin-debates-william-f-buckley-1965-blog42/ 
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The  Academic  
James  Baldwin  
(1924  –  1987)  
 
As  an  American  writer  and  activist,  Baldwin’s  work  explores  the 
intersection  of  masculinity,  sexuality,  race,  and  class  in  the  United 
States  and  how  it  relates  to  social  movements  including  the  Gay 
Liberation  Movement  and  the  Civil  Rights  Movement.  
 
Adapted  from:  https://www.biography.com/writer/james-baldwin 
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Exercise  1:  Verb  Forms 
Complete  the  chart  with  the  correct  verb  forms.  Consult  a  dictionary  if  necessary.  
Infinitive  Root 3rd  Person 
Singular 
Simple  Past Past  Participle 
To  call call    
To  espouse espouse    
To  prove prove    
To  pretend pretend    
To  assume assume    
To  walk walk    
To  tear tear    
To  build build    
To  murder  murder     
To  run  up/down run  up/down    
To  walk walk    
To  put put    
To  come come    
To  create create    
To  be be    
To  attack attack    
To  prove prove    
To  speak speak    
Adapted  form:  https://www.rimaregas.com/2015/06/07/transcript-james-baldwin-debates-william-f-buckley-1965-blog42/ 
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Exercise  2:  Warm  Up 
Write  “R”  next  to  the  sentence  that  expresses  a  real  conditional  and  a  “U”  next  to  the  sentences  that 
express  an  unreal  conditional.  
1.  We  have  a  civil  rights  bill  now  where  an  amendment,  the  fifteenth  amendment, 
nearly  a  hundred  years  ago  –  I  hate  to  sound  again  like  an  Old  Testament  prophet  – 
but  if  the  amendment  was  not  honored  then,  I  would  [not]  have  any  reason  to 
believe  in  the  civil  rights  bill  will  be  honored  now.  
2.   We  have  a  civil  rights  bill  now  where  an  amendment,  the  fifteenth  amendment, 
nearly  a  hundred  years  ago  –  I  hate  to  sound  again  like  an  Old  Testament  prophet  – 
but  if  the  amendment  [were]  honored  then,  I  would  have  reason  to  believe  in  the 
civil  rights  bill  will  be  honored  now.  
Adapted  form:  https://www.rimaregas.com/2015/06/07/transcript-james-baldwin-debates-william-f-buckley-1965-blog42/ 
 
1.1  The  Structure  of  Present/Future  Conditional  Sentences  
A  conditional  statement  also  called  an  if-then  statement  is  a  sentence  formed  around  the  relationship  of 
a  hypothesis  and  conclusion.  The  hypothesis  is  the  “if,”  part  of  a  conditional  statement.  The  conclusion 
is  the  second,  or  “then,”  part  of  a  conditional  statement. 
State  If-Clause Result  Clause  Example  
Real  in  the 
present/future 
   
Unreal  in  the 
present/future 
   
Adapted  form:  https://www.rimaregas.com/2015/06/07/transcript-james-baldwin-debates-william-f-buckley-1965-blog42/ 
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Exercise  3:  Grammar 
Write  “R”  next  to  the  sentence  that  expresses  a  real  conditional  and  a  “U”  next  to  the  sentences  that 
express  an  unreal  conditional.  
1.  If  the  city  of  New  York  was  able  to  reconstruct  itself,  tear  down  buildings  and 
raise  great  new  ones,  downtown  and  for  money,  it  could  build  more  than  just 
housing  projects  in  the  ghetto  for  the  Negroes. 
2.   Let  me  put  it  this  way,  that  from  a  very  literal  point  of  view,  the  harbors  and  the 
ports,  and  the  railroads  of  the  country–the  economy,  especially  of  the  Southern 
states–could  not  conceivably  be  what  it  has  become,  if  they  had  not  had,  and  do 
not  still  have,  indeed  for  so  long,  for  many  generations,  cheap  labor 
3.   Had  the  American  Negro  had  not  been  present  in  America,  I  am  convinced  the 
history  of  the  American  labor  movement  would  be  much  more  edifying  than  it  is. 
Adapted  form:  https://www.rimaregas.com/2015/06/07/transcript-james-baldwin-debates-william-f-buckley-1965-blog42/ 
 
Exercise  4:  Grammar 
Read  the  text  below  then  complete  the  following  statements  using  the  appropriate  verb  form. 
Any  American  Negro  watching  this,  no  matter  where  he  is,  from  the  vantage  point  of  Harlem,  which  is 
another  terrible  place,  has  to  say  to  himself,  in  spite  of  what  the  government  says  –  the  government 
says  we  can’t  do  anything  about  it... 
1.  ...but  if  those  were  white  people  [to  be  …  to  murder]  in  Mississippi  work  farms, 
the  government  would  find  some  way  of  doing  something  about  it. 
2.   ...but  if  those  were  white  people  [to  be  …  .to  carry]  off  to  jail,  the  government 
would  find  some  way  of  doing  something  about  it. 
3.   ...  but  if  those  were  white  people  … [to  run  up  and  down]  the  streets,  the 
government  would  find  some  way  of  doing  something  about  it. 
Adapted  form:  https://www.rimaregas.com/2015/06/07/transcript-james-baldwin-debates-william-f-buckley-1965-blog42/ 
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1.2  The  Structure  of  Unreal  Present/Future  Conditional  Sentences  
A  conditional  statement  also  called  an  if-then  statement  is  a  sentence  formed  around  the  relationship  of 
a  hypothesis  and  conclusion.  The  hypothesis  is  the  “if,”  part  of  a  conditional  statement.  The  conclusion 
is  the  second,  or  “then,”  part  of  a  conditional  statement. 
State  If-Clause  (Simple  Past) Result  Clause  (would  +  root  verb) Meaning 
Unreal If  I  [verb  phrase] 
If  I  were... 
I  would/would  not 
I  would/would  not 
The  verb  phrase  is 
non-fact 
I  am  not. 
Unreal If  I  had... 
If  I  had... 
I  would  ... 
I  could... 
would :  desired  or 
predictable  result  
could :  possible 
outcome 
Adapted  form:  https://www.rimaregas.com/2015/06/07/transcript-james-baldwin-debates-william-f-buckley-1965-blog42/ 
 
Exercise  5:  Grammar 
Write  “R”  next  to  the  sentence  that  expresses  a  real  conditional  and  a  “U”  next  to  the  sentences  that 
express  an  unreal  conditional.  
1.  If  you  walk  out  of  Harlem,  ride  out  of  Harlem,  downtown,  the  world  agrees  what 
you  see  is  much  bigger,  cleaner,  whiter,  richer,  safer  than  where  you  are.  
2.   They  collect  the  garbage.  People  obviously  can  pay  their  life  insurance.  Their 
children  look  happy,  safe.  You’re  not.  And  you  go  back  home,  and  it  would  seem 
that,  of  course,  that  it’s  an  act  of  God  that  this  is  true!  That  you  belong  where 
white  people  have  put  you. 
3.   If  you  [were  to]  walk  out  of  Harlem,  [were  to]  ride  out  of  Harlem,  downtown,  the 
world  [would]  agree  [that]  what  you  see  is  much  bigger,  cleaner,  whiter,  richer, 
safer  than  where  you  are.  
4.   They  collect  the  garbage.  People  obviously  can  pay  their  life  insurance.  Their 
children  look  happy,  safe.  You’re  not.  And  [if  you  were  to]  go  back  home,  and  it 
would  seem  that,  of  course,  that  it’s  an  act  of  God  that  this  is  true!  That  you  belong 
where  white  people  have  put  you. 
5.  And  I  [were]  a  grown  man  and  perhaps  I  [would}  be  reasoned  with. 
Adapted  form:  https://www.rimaregas.com/2015/06/07/transcript-james-baldwin-debates-william-f-buckley-1965-blog42/ 
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Exercise  6:  Grammar 
Transform  following  the  statements  into  counterfactual  conditional  statements.  
1. The  Mississippi  or  Alabama  sheriff,  who  really  does  believe,  when  he’s  facing  a  Negro  boy  or  girl, 
that  this  woman,  this  man,  this  child  must  be  insane  to  attack  the  system  to  which  he  owes  his 
entire  identity.  
 
 
 
2.  I  have  to  speak  as  one  of  the  people  who’ve  been  most  attacked  by  what  we  now  must  here  call  the 
Western  or  European  system  of  reality.  What  white  people  in  the  world,  what  we  call  white 
supremacy  –  I  hate  to  say  it  here  –  comes  from  Europe.  It’s  how  it  got  to  America.  
 
 
 
3.  The  Southern  oligarchy,  which  has  still  today  so  very  much  power  in  Washington,  and  therefore 
some  power  in  the  world,  was  created  by  my  labor  and  my  sweat,  and  the  violation  of  my  women 
and  the  murder  of  my  children.  
 
 
 
 
 
4.  I  am  one  of  the  people  who  built  the  country–until  this  moment  there  is  scarcely  any  hope  for  the 
American  dream,  because  the  people  who  are  denied  participation  in  it,  by  their  very  presence,  will 
wreck  it.  And  if  that  happens  it  is  a  very  grave  moment  for  the  West. 
 
 
 
Adapted  form:  https://www.rimaregas.com/2015/06/07/transcript-james-baldwin-debates-william-f-buckley-1965-blog42/ 
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Exercise  7:  Speaking 
Interview  your  classmates  for  conditional  statements.  Write  them  down  in  the  If/Result  format  and 
circle  the  verbs.  Share  some  of  the  most  interesting  answers  with  the  class 
 If-clause  Result  clause 
1.  
 
 
2.  
 
 
3.  
 
 
4.  
 
 
5.  
 
 
6.  
 
 
7.  
 
 
8.  
 
 
9.  
 
 
10.  
 
 
Adapted  form:  https://www.rimaregas.com/2015/06/07/transcript-james-baldwin-debates-william-f-buckley-1965-blog42/ 
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Exercise  8:  Grammar 
Complete  the  sentences  with  the  verbs  in  parenthesis 
1. If  the  American  pretensions  [to  be]  [to  base]  on  more  solid,  a  more  honest  assessment  of  life 
and  of  themselves,  it  would  not  [to  mean]  for  Negroes  when  someone  says  “Urban  Renewal” 
that  Negroes  can  simply  are  going  to  be  thrown  out  into  the  streets.  
 
 
2. [If]  the  American  Negro  [to  be]  not  present  in  America,  I  am  convinced  the  history  of  the 
American  labor  movement  would  [to  be]  much  more  edifying  than  it  is. 
 
 
Adapted  form:  https://www.rimaregas.com/2015/06/07/transcript-james-baldwin-debates-william-f-buckley-1965-blog42/ 
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Unit  2:  The  Activist 
Lesson  Plan 
Content  Objective Students  will  be  able  to  identify  a  targeted  grammar  structure  in  spoken 
language.  
Language  Objective  Students  will  be  able  to  use  and  understand  the  targeted  structure.  
 
Description  of  Activities  
Exercise Activity  Type Instructions  
Intro Introduce  Stokely  Carmichael’s 
“Black  Power”  speech  (29  October 
1966).  
Transcript 
Video  
Direct  student’s  attention  to  the  use  of  real  and 
unreal  conditionals.  
Ex.  1 Verb  forms  Instruct  students  to  fill  out  the  appropriate  verb 
forms  for  regular,  irregular,  and  phrasal  verbs.  
Ex.2  Pairwork Working  with  a  partner  students  will  identify 
real  and  unreal  statements.  
Ex.  3 Grammar Have  students  notice  the  verb  form  and  apply 
them  to  each  side  of  the  if/result  statement.  
Ex.  4 Partnerwork  Read  the  statement  several  times.  Assist 
students  in  noticing  conditional  statements  and 
apparent  state/time.  
Ex.  5  Grammar Assist  students  in  identifying  and  creating  the 
requested  forms  of  conditional  statements.  
Ex.  6 Grammar  Individually,  students  will  notice  and  select  the 
proper  time  frame  for  each  statement.  
Ex.  7 Grammar  Read  or  replay  this  portion  of  the  speech.  Assist 
students  in  writing  past  counterfactual 
statements.  
Ex.  8 Grammar  Assist  students  in  filling  in  the  second  part  of 
the  statement.  
13 
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Kwame  Ture  (born  Stokely  Carmichael)  
(1941  –  1998) 
 
One  of  the  creators  Black  Power  movement,  Ture,  a  prominent 
organizer  in  the  Civil  Rights  Movement  was  involved  with 
organizations  such  as  the  Student  Nonviolent  Coordinating 
Committee  (SNCC),  the  Black  Panther  Party  (BPP),  and  the 
All-African  People's  Revolutionary  Party.  
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Adapted  from:  https://www.biography.com/activist/stokely-carmichael 
 
Ex.  1  Verb  Forms 
Complete  the  chart  with  the  correct  verb  forms.  Consult  a  dictionary  if  necessary.  
Infinitive  Root 3rd  Person 
Singular 
Simple  Past Past  Participle 
To  admit admit    
To  advocate advocate    
To  articulate articulate    
To  bear bear    
To  civilize civilize    
To  deserve deserve    
To  facilitate facilitate    
To  fight fight    
To  get  off get  off    
To  incarcerate incarcerate    
To  produce produce    
To  put put    
To  rebel rebel    
To  sanction sanction    
To  tire tire    
To  wield wield    
To  withdraw withdraw    
To  write write    
Adapted  from:  https://voicesofdemocracy.umd.edu/carmichael-black-power-speech-text/ 
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2.1  The  Structure  of  Past  Conditional  Sentences  
A  conditional  statement  also  called  an  if-then  statement  is  a  sentence  formed  around  the  relationship  of 
a  hypothesis  and  conclusion.  The  hypothesis  is  the  “if,”  part  of  a  conditional  statement.  The  conclusion 
is  the  second,  or  “then,”  part  of  a  conditional  statement. 
State  If-Clause Result  Clause  Usage  
Unreal  in  the  past Past  perfect Would  +  Past  participle Counterfactual  
Unreal  in  the 
present/future 
Past  perfect Would  +  Past  participle 
Could  +  Past  participle 
Would:  Desired/predictable 
result 
Could -  Possible  option 
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Exercise  2:  Grammar/Pairwork 
Look  at  the  following  statements  and  determine  if  the  statements  are  referring  to  a  real  or  unreal 
situation.  
1. The  Alabama  law  says  that  if  you  have  a  Party  you  must  have  an 
emblem.  We  chose  for  the  emblem  a  black  panther,  a  beautiful  black 
animal  which  symbolizes  the  strength  and  dignity  of  black  people,  an 
animal  that  never  strikes  back  until  he’s  backed  so  far  into  the  wall,  he’s 
got  nothing  to  do  but  spring  out.  
a.  Real 
b.  Unreal 
2. If  we  had  said  “Negro  Power”  nobody  would  get  scared.  Everybody 
would  support  it.  Or  if  we  said  power  for  colored  people,  everybody’d 
be  for  that,  but  it  is  the  word  “Black,”  it  is  the  word  “Black”  that 
bothers  people  in  this  country,  and  that’s  their  problem,  not  mine–their 
problem,  their  problem. 
a.  Real 
b. Unreal 
3. The  assumptions  of  this  country  is  that  if  someone  is  poor,  they  are  poor 
because  of  their  own  individual  blight,  or  they  weren’t  born  on  the  right 
side  of  town;  they  had  too  many  children;  they  went  in  the  army  too 
early,  or  their  father  was  a  drunk,  or  they  didn’t  care  about  school,  or 
they  made  a  mistake.  
a. Real 
b.  Unreal 
4. If  we  are  going  to  eliminate  that  for  the  generation  that  comes  after  us, 
then  black  people  must  be  seen  in  positions  of  power,  doing  and 
articulating  for  themselves,  for  themselves.  
a. Real 
b. Unreal 
5. And  you  ought  not  to  tell  me  about  people  who  don’t  work,  and  you 
can’t  give  people  money  without  working,  ’cause  if  that  were  true, 
you’d  have  to  start  stopping  Rockefeller,  Bobby  Kennedy,  Lyndon 
Baines  Johnson,  Lady  Bird  Johnson,  the  whole  of  Standard  Oil,  the 
Gulf  Corp,  all  of  them,  (applause)  including  probably  a  large  number  of 
the  Board  of  Trustees  of  this  university.  
a. Real 
b. Unreal 
6. If  you  want  to  get  rid  of  poverty,  you  give  people  money–period. a. Real  
b. Unreal  
Adapted  from:  https://voicesofdemocracy.umd.edu/carmichael-black-power-speech-text/ 
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Exercise  3:  Grammar 
Read  the  statements  below  and  rewrite  each  statement  as  a  past  counterfactual  statement  in  the  form  of 
If/Result.  
1.  One  of  the  problems  with  the  peace  movement  is  that  it’s  just  too  caught  up  in 
Vietnam  and  that  if  we  pulled  out  the  troops  from  Vietnam  this  week,  next  week 
you’d  have  to  get  another  peace  movement  for  Santo  Domingo.  
I f  +  Past  perfect Result  would  +  past  participle 
  
2. If  we  pull  out  of  Vietnam,  there  will  be  one  less  aggressor  in  there–we  won’t  be 
there,  we  won’t  be  there.  
If  +  Past  perfect Result  would  +  past  participle 
  
3. If  everybody  who  is  white  see  themself  as  a  racist  and  then  see  us  against  him, 
they’re  speaking  from  their  own  guilt  position,  not  ours,  not  ours.  
If  +  Past  perfect Result  would  +  past  participle 
  
4.  If  there’s  going  to  be  any  integration,  it’s  going  to  be  a  two-way  thing.  If  you 
believe  in  integration,  you  can  come  live  in  Watts.  
If  +  Past  perfect Result  would  +  past  participle 
  
5. If  you  believe  in  integration,  then  we’re  going  to  start  adopting  us  some  white 
people  to  live  in  our  neighborhood.  
If  +  Past  perfect Result  would  +  past  participle 
  
Adapted  from:  https://voicesofdemocracy.umd.edu/carmichael-black-power-speech-text/ 
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Exercise  4:  Grammar  Partnerwork 
Read  the  following  statement.  Work  with  a  partner  to  identify  the  number  and  type  of  conditional 
statements.  If  the  statements  you  have  identified  are  not  past  counterfactuals  statements,  rewrite  them 
so  that  they  have  the  past  counterfactual  form.  
If  South  America  today  were  to  rebel,  and  black  people  were  to  shoot  the  hell  out  of  all  the  white  people 
there–as  they  should,  as  they  should–then  Standard  Oil  would  crumble  tomorrow.  If  South  Africa  were 
to  go  today,  Chase  Manhattan  Bank  would  crumble  tomorrow.  If  Zimbabwe,  which  is  called  Rhodesia 
by  white  people,  were  to  go  tomorrow,  General  Electric  would  cave  in  on  the  East  Coast.  
How  many  conditional  Statements  can  you  Identify?  Next  to  the 
statement  write  weather,  the  statement  is  real/unreal  (state)  & 
past  or  present  (time).  
State/TIme 
1.  
 
 
2.  
 
 
3.  
 
 
4.  
 
 
5.  
 
 
If  the  statements  above  are  not  past  counterfactual  statements,  change  the  form  of  verbs  to  create 
this  form.  
1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.  
Adapted  from:  https://voicesofdemocracy.umd.edu/carmichael-black-power-speech-text/ 
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Exercise  5:  Grammar  
Read  the  following  statement  and  create  the  requested  counterfactuals. 
They’re  moving  politically,  not  morally.  And  that  if  that  party  refuses  to  seat  black  people  from 
Mississippi  and  goes  ahead  and  seats  racists  like  Eastland  and  his  clique,  it  is  clear  to  me  that  they’re 
moving  politically,  and  that  one  cannot  begin  to  talk  morality  to  people  like  that. 
1. Present/Real  
 
 
2. Present/Unreal  
 
 
3. Past  Unreal  
 
 
Adapted  from:  https://voicesofdemocracy.umd.edu/carmichael-black-power-speech-text/ 
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Exercise  6:  Grammar 
Read  the  following  statements  and  perform  the  following  actions:  
a. Identify  the  state/time  of  the  text.  
b. Identify  the  verbs  that  you  would  change  to  make  the  statement  both  past  and  unreal.  
 
 Statements Is  the  statement... Verbs 
1. And  that  even  if  I  were  to  believe  the  lies  of 
Johnson,  if  I  were  to  believe  his  lies  that 
we’re  fighting  to  give  democracy  to  the 
people  in  Vietnam,  as  a  black  man  living  in 
this  country  I  wouldn’t  fight  to  give  this  to 
anybody!  I  wouldn’t  give  it  to  anybody! 
a.  Present/future  real? 
b.  Present/future  unreal? 
c.  Past  unreal? 
 
 
2. This  country  told  us  that  if  we  worked  hard 
we  would  succeed,  and  if  that  were  true  we 
would  own  this  country  lock,  stock,  and 
barrel  (applause)–lock,  stock,  and 
barrel–lock,  stock,  and  barrel. 
a.  Present/future  real? 
b.  Present/future  unreal? 
c.  Past  unreal? 
 
 
3. If  we  were  to  be  real  and  to  be  honest,  we 
would  have  to  admit,  we  would  have  to 
admit  that  most  people  in  this  country  see 
things  black  and  white.  
a.  Present/future  real? 
b.  Present/future  unreal? 
c.  Past  unreal? 
 
 
4. White  people  would  have  to  admit  that  they 
are  afraid  to  go  into  a  black  ghetto  at  night. 
They  are  afraid.  That’s  a  fact.  They’re  afraid 
because  they’d  be  “beat  up,”  “lynched,” 
“looted,”  “cut  up,”  etcetera,  etcetera.  
a.  Present/future  real? 
b.  Present/future  unreal? 
c.  Past  unreal? 
 
 
Adapted  from:  https://voicesofdemocracy.umd.edu/carmichael-black-power-speech-text/ 
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Exercise  7  a:  Grammar 
Read  the  statement  below  and  rewrite  each  statement  as  a  past  counterfactual  statement  in  the  form  of 
If/Result.  
Now  when  the  missionaries  came  to  civilize  us  because  we  were  uncivilized,  educate  us  because  we 
were  uneducated,  and  give  us  some–some  literate  studies  because  we  were  illiterate–they  charged  a 
price.  The  missionaries  came  with  the  Bible,  and  we  had  the  land.  When  they  left,  they  had  the  land, 
and  we  still  have  the  Bible.  (applause)  And  that  has  been  the  rationalization  for  Western  civilization  as 
it  moves  across  the  world  and  stealing  and  plundering  and  raping  everybody  in  its  path.  Their  one 
rationalization  is  that  the  rest  of  the  world  is  uncivilized  and  they  are  in  fact  civilized.  And  they  are 
uncivilized. 
 If  +  Past  perfect Result  would  +  past  participle 
1.   
2.   
3.    
Adapted  from:  https://voicesofdemocracy.umd.edu/carmichael-black-power-speech-text/ 
 
Exercise  7b:  Grammar 
Read  the  statement  below  and  rewrite  each  statement  as  a  past  counterfactual  statement  in  the  form  of 
If/Result.  
It  happens  to  black  people  inside  the  ghetto  every  day,  incidentally,  and  white  people  are  afraid  of  that. 
So  you  get  a  man  to  do  it  for  you–a  policeman.  And  now  you  figure  his  mentality,  when  he’s  afraid  of 
black  people.  The  first  time  a  black  man  jumps,  that  white  man  gonna  shoot  him.  He’s  gonna  shoot 
him.  So  police  brutality  is  going  to  exist  on  that  level  because  of  the  incapability  of  that  white  man  to 
see  black  people  come  together  and  to  live  in  the  conditions.  This  country  is  too  hypocritical  and  that 
we  cannot  adjust  ourselves  to  its  hypocrisy. 
 If  +  Past  perfect Result  would  +  past  participle 
1.   
2.   
3.    
Adapted  from:  https://voicesofdemocracy.umd.edu/carmichael-black-power-speech-text/ 
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Exercise  8:  Grammar 
Read  the  statement  below  and  complete  the  following  statements.  
And  so  in  a  larger  sense  we  must  then  ask,  how  is  it  that  black  people  move?  And  what  do  we  do?  
 
But  the  question  in  a  greater  sense  is,  how  can  white  people  who  are  the  majority–and  who  are 
responsible  for  making  democracy  work–make  it  work?  
 
They  have  miserably  failed  to  this  point.  They  have  never  made  democracy  work,  be  it  inside  the 
United  States,  Vietnam,  South  Africa,  Philippines,  South  America,  Puerto  Rico.  Wherever  America  has 
been,  she  has  not  been  able  to  make  democracy  work.  
 
So  that  in  a  larger  sense,  we  not  only  condemn  the  country  for  what  it’s  done  internally,  but  we  must 
condemn  it  for  what  it  does  externally.  
 
We  see  this  country  trying  to  rule  the  world,  and  someone  must  stand  up  and  start  articulating  that  this 
country  is  not  God,  and  cannot  rule  the  world.  
1. According  to  Stokely  Carmichael,  if  the  majority  had  been  able  to  make  democracy  work  ... 
...then  
 
2. According  to  Stokely  Carmichael,  if  democracy  had  worked…. 
...we  would  not  have 
 
4. According  to  Stokely  Carmichael,  If  someone  had  stood  up  and  started  articulating  that  his 
country  is  not  god… 
 
 ...then  we  would  not 
 
Adapted  from:  https://voicesofdemocracy.umd.edu/carmichael-black-power-speech-text/ 
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Unit  3:  The  Artist 
Lesson  Plan 
Content  Objective Students  will  be  able  to  identify  a  targeted  grammar  structure  in  spoken 
language.  
Language  Objective  Students  will  be  able  to  use  and  understand  the  targeted  structure.  
 
Description  of  Activities  
Exercise Activity  Type Instructions  
Intro Introduce  Dick  Gregory  Direct  student’s  attention  to  the  use  of  real  and  unreal 
conditionals  using  Dick  Gregory’  speech  at  St.  John's 
Baptist  Church,  Birmingham,  Alabama  -  May  20,  1963 
Transcript 
Audio 
Ex.  1 Verb  forms  Instruct  students  to  fill  out  the  appropriate  verb  forms  for 
regular,  irregular,  and  phrasal  verbs.  
Ex.  2 Grammar Have  students  notice  the  verb  form  and  apply  them  to  each 
side  of  the  if/result  statement.  
Ex.  3  Grammar/Pairwork Have  students  read  aloud  the  statements  in  pairs  and 
identify  real  and  unreal  statements.  
Ex.  4 Grammar Have  students  notice  the  verb  form  and  apply  them  to  each 
side  of  the  if/result  statement.  
Ex.  5 Partnerwork  Students  will  read  the  statement  several  times.  And  after 
noticing  conditional  statements  will  select  the  statement 
with  the  closest  meaning. 
Ex.  6 Grammar Introduce  conditionals  that  do  not  begin  with  “if”  students 
can  work  on  the  exercises  solo  or  in  pairs.  
Ex.  7 Grammar  Read  the  statements  aloud.  Individually,  students  will 
notice  and  select  the  proper  time  frame  for  each  statement.  
Ex.  8 Grammar  Read  or  replay  this  portion  of  the  speech.  Assist  students 
in  writing  past  counterfactual  statements.  
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Richard  “Dick”  Gregory  
(1932  –  2017)  
 
As  American  comedian,  Gregory  based  his  comedy  on  the  history 
of  racial  inequity  in  the  United  States.  He  was  a  leading  figure  of 
the  Civil  Rights  Movement  often  participating  in  hunger  strikes, 
marches,  and  protests.  As  a  vegan  Gregory’s  commitment  to 
non-violence  extended  to  non-human  animals,  a  topic  he  often 
combined  with  spirituality.  
 
Adapted  from:  https://www.biography.com/performer/dick-gregory 
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Exercise  1:  Verb  Forms 
Complete  the  chart  with  the  correct  verb  forms.  Consult  a  dictionary  if  necessary.  
Infinitive  Root 3rd  Person 
Singular 
Simple  Past Past  Participle 
To  advertise advertise    
To  bend bend    
To  Blow-up Blow-up    
To  complain complain    
To  control control    
To  figure  out figure  out    
To  guarantee guarantee    
To  guess guess    
To  hesitate hesitate    
To  kick  To  kick     
To  knock knock    
To  manufacture manufacture    
To  pray pray    
To  segregate segregate    
To  teach teach    
To  understand understand    
To  volunteer volunteer    
To  wonder wonder    
Adapted  from;  http://americanradioworks.publicradio.org/features/blackspeech/dgregory.html 
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3.1  The  Structure  of  Mixed  Conditional  Sentences  
A  conditional  statement  also  called  an  if-then  statement  is  a  sentence  formed  around  the  relationship  of 
a  hypothesis  and  conclusion.  The  hypothesis  is  the  “if,”  part  of  a  conditional  statement.  The  conclusion 
is  the  second,  or  “then,”  part  of  a  conditional  statement. 
State  If-Clause Result  Clause  Usage  
Unreal  in  the  past Past  perfect Present Unreal  past  event  and 
effect  on  the  present.  
 
Exercise  2:  Grammar 
Read  the  statements  below  and  rewrite  each  statement  as  a  past  counterfactual  statement  in  the  form  of 
If/Result.  
1. He  don't  know  how  to  be  fair.  He  don't  know-we'd  never  complain  if  he  was  fair.  "Keep  me  a 
second-class  citizen,  but  just  don't  make  me  pay  first-class  taxes.  Send  me  to  the  worst  schools  in 
America,  if  you  must,  but  when  I  go  downtown  to  apply  for  that  job,  don't  give  me  the  same  test 
you  give  that  white  boy."  Now  we  are  going  to  have  to  teach  him  how  to  be  fair  and  the  only 
thing  we  have  to  do  it  with  is  ourselves. 
 I f  +  Past  perfect Result  would  +  verb  root 
a.   
b.   
c.   
2. If  we  pull  out  of  Vietnam,  there  will  be  one  less  aggressor  in  there–we  won’t  be  there,  we  won’t 
be  there.  
 If  +  Past  perfect Result  would  +  verb  root 
a.   
b.   
c.   
Adapted  from;  http://americanradioworks.publicradio.org/features/blackspeech/dgregory.html 
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Exercise  3:  Grammar/Pairwork 
Look  at  the  following  statements  and  determine  if  the  statements  are  referring  to  a  real  or  unreal 
situation  and  then  select  correct  time  frame.  Circle  the  correct  answers.  
1. I  never  would  have  let  them  give  me  that  job,  myself.  Just  my 
luck,  they'd  put  me  in  one  of  them  rockets  and  blast  it  off, 
we'd  land  on  Mars  somewhere.  A  cat'd  walk  up  to  me  with  27 
heads,  59  jaws,  19  lips,  47  legs  and  look  at  me  and  say,  "I 
don't  want  you  marrying  my  daughter  neither."  Oh  I'd  have  to 
cut  him. 
Real Unreal 
Past Present  or  Future 
2. You  people  here  in  the  South  are  the  most  beautiful  people 
alive  in  the  world  today.  [If  there  had  been]  only  person  in 
this  number  one  country  in  the  world,  that  knows  where  he's 
going  and  have  a  purpose,  is  the  Southern  Negro  -  bar  none.  
Real Unreal 
Past Present  or  Future 
3. [If  and}  when  you  break  through  and  get  your  freedom  and 
your  dignity,  then  we  up  North  will  also  break  through  and 
get  our  freedom  and  our  dignity.  Because  up  North  we  have 
always  been  able  to  use  the  South  as  our  garbage  can.  But 
when  you  make  these  white  folks  put  that  lid  on  this  garbage 
can  down  here,  we  are  going  to  have  to  throw  our  garbage  in 
our  own  backyard,  and  it's  going  to  stink  worse  than  it  stinks 
down  here. 
Real Unreal 
Past Present  or  Future 
4. [If]  each  time  you  pick[ed]  up  one  of  them  newspapers,  one 
of  them  magazines,  reading  about  Negro  women  with 
illegitimate  kids,  check  the  article  out  and  see  who  wrote  it. 
Some  chick  living  in  a  neighborhood  where  they've  got 
abortion  credit  cards. 
Real Unreal 
Past Present  or  Future 
5. And  you  ought  not  to  tell  me  about  people  who  don’t  work, 
and  you  can’t  give  people  money  without  working,  ’cause  if 
that  were  true,  you’d  have  to  start  stopping  Rockefeller, 
Bobby  Kennedy,  Lyndon  Baines  Johnson,  Lady  Bird 
Johnson,  the  whole  of  Standard  Oil,  the  Gulf  Corp,  including 
probably  a  large  number  of  the  Board  of  Trustees  of  this 
university.  
Real Unreal 
Past Present  or  Future 
6. 
 
Wouldn't  it  be  wild  if  you  find  out  one  day  that  we  had 
natural  hair  and  there  was  something  wrong  with  theirs? 
Real Unreal 
Past Present  or  Future 
Adapted  from;  http://americanradioworks.publicradio.org/features/blackspeech/dgregory.html 
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Exercise  4  -  Grammar  
Match  the  statements  on  the  left  to  the  statements  on  the  right  that  best  express  the  meaning.  
 
1 
. 
___ Lot  of  people  asked  me  when  I  went  back 
to  Chicago  last  night,  they  said,  ""Well 
how  are  the  Negroes  in  Birmingham 
taking  it?  What  did  they  act  like?  What 
did  they  look  like?""  I  said,  ""Man,  I  got 
off  a  plane  at  10:30,  arrived  at  the  motel  at 
11  and  by  one  o'clock  I  was  in  jail."" 
 a. If  I  had  not  been  put  in 
jail,  I  would  be  able  to 
tell  you  how  the  Negroes 
in  Birmingham  are 
taking  it.  
2 
. 
___ Man  they  had  so  many  Negroes  in  jail 
over  there,  the  day  I  was  there,  when  you 
looked  out  the  window  and  see  one  of 
them  walking  around  free,  you  knew  he 
was  a  tourist.  
 b. If  there  had  not  been 
racist  police  officers, 
there  would  be  no  such 
thing  as  the  Negro  crime 
rate.  
3 
. 
___ I  don't  know,  when  you  stop  and  think 
about  it,  I  guess  little  by  little  when  you 
look  around,  it  kind  of  looks  like  we're 
doing  alright.  I  read  in  the  paper  not  too 
long  ago,  they  picked  the  first  Negro 
astronaut.  
 c. If  the  man  downtown 
had  really  meant  to  tell 
Negroes  their  place,  then 
he  wouldn’t  have  to  put 
up  so  many  signs.  
4 
. 
___ The  man  downtown  has  always  controlled 
our  image.  He  has  always  told  us  how 
we're  supposed  to  act.  He  has  always  told 
us  a  nigger  know  his  place-and  he  don't 
mean  this,  because  if  we  knew  our  place 
he  wouldn't  have  to  put  all  those  signs  up.  
 d. If  Negroes  were  not 
becoming  ore  successful, 
then  they  would  not  have 
selected  a  negro 
astronaught.  
5 
.  
___ Negro  crime  rate?  Sure,  a  lot  of  us  get 
arrested.  Why?  The  answer  is  right  out 
there  in  the  street,  everyday.  You  got  a 
Southerner  out  there  in  the  police 
department  that  is  probably  the  lowest 
form  of  man  walking  the  earth  today.  Now 
here's  a  man  out  there,  didn't  like  you  in 
the  first  place,  now  he's  got  a  gun.  
 e. If  you  had  seen  a  Negroe 
walking  around  free,  you 
would  know  that  he  is  a 
tourist.  
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3.2   Conditional  Statements  without  “if”  
Conditional  statements  may  appear  without  “if.”  In  this  case  the  subject  and  word  orders  are  reversed  
a. Had  +  Subject  +  Past  Perfect 
b. Were  +  Subject  
c. Should  +Subject  +  Verb 
a. If  +  Subject  +  Past  Perfect  
b. If  +  Subject  +  Simple  Past 
c. If  +  Subject  +  Should  +  Root  
 
Exercise  5.1:  Grammar  
Read  the  following  statement.  Identify  and  underline  the  first  part  of  the  conditional  statement  that 
begins  with  “had.”  Rewrite  the  underlined  portion  and  rewrite  this  part  of  the  statement  using  “if.”  
Again,  I'd  like  to  say  it  is  completely  and  totally  my  pleasure  being  here.  I  don't  know  how  many  of 
you  in  the  house  have  kids  that  was  in  jail.  Four  days  I  was  in  jail.  Had  you  been  there,  as  I  was, 
walking  through,  listening,  it  was  really  something  to  be  proud  of,  really  something  to  be  proud  of.  
1.  
 
 
 
Adapted  from;  http://americanradioworks.publicradio.org/features/blackspeech/dgregory.html 
 
Exercise  5.2:  Grammar  
Read  the  following  statement.  Identify  and  underline  the  first  part  of  the  conditional  statement  that 
begins  with  “had.”  Rewrite  the  underlined  portion  and  rewrite  this  part  of  the  statement  using  “if.”  
He  made  a  lot  of  mistakes  and  had  all  you  older  people  been  able  to  figure  out  the  mistakes  he  made 
like  the  younger  people  figured  them  out,  we  would  have  had  this  a  long  time  ago.  
2.  
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Exercise  5.3:  Grammar  
Read  the  following  statement.  Identify  and  underline  the  first  part  of  the  conditional  statement  that 
begins  with  “had.”  Rewrite  the  underlined  portion  and  rewrite  this  part  of  the  statement  using  “if.”  
They  have  gotten  to  the  point  where  they've  made  you  ashamed  of  relief.  "Don't  talk  to  so  and  so,  she's 
on  ADC."  I  was  on  relief  twenty  years,  back  home.  It  wasn't  funny,  but  I  wasn't  ashamed  of  it,  because 
had  they  gave  my  daddy  the  type  of  job  he  deserved  to  have,  we  wouldn't  have  needed  no  relief.  And 
the  day  this  white  man  -  not  only  in  the  South,  but  in  America  -  gives  us  fair  housing,  fair  jobs,  equal 
schools  and  the  other  things  the  Constitution  say  we  supposed  to  have,  we  will  relieve  him  of  relief. 
[applause]  Until  that  day  rolls  around,  let  him  pay  his  dues.  The  check  ain't  much,  but  it's  steady. 
3.  
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Exercise  6.1-2:  Grammar 
Read  the  following  statements  and  perform  the  following  actions:  
a. Identify  the  state/time  of  the  text.  
b. Identify  the  verbs  that  you  would  change  to  make  the  statement  a  mixed  counterfactual.  
 
 Statements Is  the  statement... Verbs 
1. When  I  lay  in  my  bed  at  night  and  I  think  if 
America  had  to  go  to  war  tonight,  I  would 
be  willing  to  go  to  any  of  the  four  corners  of 
the  world;  and  if  I  am  willing  to  go  and  lay 
on  some  cold  dirt,  away  from  my  love  ones 
and  my  friends  and  take  a  chance  on  losing 
my  life  to  guarantee  some  foreigner  that  I've 
never  met  equal  rights  and  dignity,  I  must  be 
able  to  come  down  here. 
a.  Present/future  real? 
b.  Present/future  unreal? 
c.  Past  unreal? 
d.  Mixed 
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Exercise  6.1-2:  Grammar 
Read  the  following  statements  and  perform  the  following  actions:  
c. Identify  the  state/time  of  the  text.  
d. Identify  the  verbs  that  you  would  change  to  make  the  statement  a  mixed  counterfactual.  
 
 Statements Is  the  statement... Verbs 
2. You  know  it  is  such  a  funny  thing  how  the 
American  mind  works-and  this  is  white  and 
Negro  alike  -  how  many  on  both  sides  of  the 
fence  say,  "Well  did  he  go  down  for 
publicity?"  One,  I  don't  need  publicity.  But 
the  amazing  thing  is  if  I  had  decided  to  quit 
show  business  and  join  the  Peace  Corps  and 
go  to  South  Vietnam,  nobody  would  have 
said  anything  about  publicity.  Only  when 
you  decide  to  help  us,  you  get  a  complaint. 
a.  Present/future  real? 
b.  Present/future  unreal? 
c.  Past  unreal? 
d.  Mixed 
 
 
 
 
Adapted  from;  http://americanradioworks.publicradio.org/features/blackspeech/dgregory.html 
 
Exercise  7.1-3  :  Grammar 
1. Read  the  statement  below  and  complete  Part  2  of  the  mixed  conditional  statement. 
But  we  have  never  been  able  to  control  our  image.  He's  always  told  us  about  a  Negro  crime  rate,  to  the 
extent  that  you  have  finally  decided  to  believe  it.  This  is  the  bad  part  about  not  being  able  to  control 
your  image.  I've  always  said,  "What  Negro  crime  rate?"  Look  at  it,  we  not  raping  three-year-old  kids. 
We  haven't  put  forty  sticks  of  dynamite  in  mother's  luggage  and  blew-up  one  of  them  airplanes  out  the 
sky.  And  I  don't  care  what  they  say  about  us,  we've  never  lynched  anybody  [applause].  So  what  Negro 
crime  rate?  If  you  want  to  see  a  true  Negro  crime  rate,  watch  television.  Look  at  all  them  gangster 
movies,  you  never  see  us.  Of  course  now,  you  can  look  at  TV,  week  in  and  week  out  and  look  at  all 
those  doctor  series  they  have  on  television  and  you'd  be  led  to  believe  a  Negro  never  gets  sick. 
Part  1   
According  to  Dick  Gregory,   if  the  majority  had  been  able  to  make  democracy  work  ... 
Part  2  
...then  
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2. Read  the  statement  below  and  complete  Part  1  of  the  mixed  conditional  statement. 
Every  time  you  look  around,  they're  talking  about  a  Negro  with  a  switchblade  to  the  extent  we  don't 
want  to  carry  switchblades  no  more.  Well  I  keep  me  a  switchblade.  I  got  a  deal  going  with  the  white 
folks,  I  don't  say  nothing  about  their  missiles  and  they  don't  say  nothing  about  my  switchblade.  Here's  a 
man  who  owns  half  the  missiles  in  the  world  and  want  to  talk  about  my  switchblade.  I  don't  know  one 
Negro  in  America  that  manufactures  switchblades  -  now  he  going  to  sell  me  some  and  then  talk  about  it 
after  I  get  it. 
Part  1   
 
Part  2  
….then  I  would  not  be  able  to  buy  a  switchblade  .  
 
Adapted  from;  http://americanradioworks.publicradio.org/features/blackspeech/dgregory.html 
 
a. Read  the  statement  below  and  complete  Part  1  and  Part  2   of  the  mixed  conditional  statement. 
I'll  make  a  deal  with  the  good  white  brother,  yes,  if  he  let  me  turn  on  television  and  see  some  of  my 
women  advertising  some  of  them  products  we  use  so  much  of,  if  he  let  me  go  to  the  movie  and  see 
some  of  my  folks  in  some  of  them  good  scenes,  and  if  he  let  me  turn  on  television  this  year  and  see 
seven  of  us  on  Miss  America  to  make  up,  then  anytime  he  see  me  with  a  white  woman  I'll  be  holding 
her  for  the  police. 
Part  1   
 
Part  2  
. 
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